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Abstract

Evaluating Supportive Forms for Physicians

Anton Björsell

In 2017, almost 1 out of 10 medical certificates regarding sick leave needed 
additional completion since the judging authority, Försäkringskassan, deemed that 
they lacked critical information. This is considered a big pain for both health care,
Försäkringskassan and the patient, since it prolongs the process and claims 
additional resources.

To help physicians write better medical certificates, the company Inera has
investigated the possibility of supportive functionality in the issuing form. The idea
is that when a physician writes the certificate, the web form will have one or more
tools to help phrase the content in a more high-quality manner.

In collaboration with Inera, Uppsala Region and EPJ (part of Uppsala Region), this
study evaluated four different prototypes of said supportive functionalities for
physicians. Both the perspectives of project stakeholders, end users (physicians) 
and Försäkringskassan were considered.

The method included 12 usability evaluations and post-evaluation interviews, a 
usercentered workshop, and an expert review of the generated certificates (by
Försäkringskassan). Additionally, three stakeholder interviews were held with the
representatives of the project, as well as a heuristic evaluation of the prototypes’
design. The theoretical foundation was mainly based on the concept of User
Experience and how user interfaces should be designed in respect to perception 
and visual principles.

Conclusively, the results indicate that physicians prefer supportive tools that are
semi-automatic. A tool that is fully automated feels somewhat insecure, even if the
time saving features are appreciated. One of the important findings is the need of
user empowerment, meaning that the users prefer supportive web form 
functionalities where mundane tasks are automated and still gives the user room 
for being the expert.
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Sammanfattning 

Under 2017 bedömdes ett av tio sjukintyg tillräckligt bristfälliga för att 
Försäkringskassan skulle begära komplettering av den utfärdande läkaren.  
Samtidigt vittnar vården om en allt mer pressad situation och att inte minst 
sjukskrivningsprocessen är en stor belastning. Regeringen startade för några år sedan 
ett projekt kallat “Sjukskrivningsmiljarden” där syftet är att förbättra sagda 
sjukskrivningsprocess. 
 
Inera, ägt av Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting (SKL), ansvarar för produktion och 
drift av de digitala intygstjänsterna där läkare kan utfärda intyg. För att hjälpa 
läkarna att få med rätt information i sjukintyget, och på så sätt minska antalet 
begärda kompletteringar, används en del av Sjukskrivningsmiljardens budget till att 
utveckla så kallade Intygsstöd. Ett intygsstöd är en funktionalitet i intygsformuläret 
som exempelvis kan ge råd vid vissa fält, eller fylla i viss information automatiskt. 
 
I samarbete med Inera, Region Uppsala och EPJ (en del av Region Uppsala), 
utvärderade den här studien fyra olika prototyper av intygsstöd. Syftet var att 
undersöka hur slutanvändarna (läkare) upplever stöden och hur användbarheten var 
rent teknisk. Detta gjordes genom 12 stycken användbarhetstester med uppföljande 
intervjuer, samt en workshop med fyra av deltagarna. 
 
Eftersom intygsstöden inte bara påverkar användarna, utan även exempelvis 
Försäkringskassan som bedömer de utfärdade intygen, involverades de i studien och 
fick bedöma 36 intyg genererade från testerna. För att ytterligare bredda studiens 
perspektiv intervjuades även tre nyckelpersoner från Inera, Region Uppsala och 
Inera. Slutligen gjordes även en heuristisk utvärdering av prototypernas visuella 
design och interaktionsflöden. 
 
De slutsatser som går att dra av resultaten är att läkare föredrar stöd som är 
halvautomatiserade. Tidsbesparing är den i särklass viktigaste faktorn för 
användarna, men det får inte ske på bekostnad av den individuella bedömningen 
eller yrkesstoltheten. Därför föredras stöd som automatiserar praktiska 
vardagssysslor och fortfarande ger läkarna utrymme att själva vara experter och göra 
merparten av jobbet.  
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1 Introduction 

“Health care is sick” is the headline of one of many articles [44] debating the current 
situation for patients and health care workers in Sweden. Another headline reads “12 
of 16 social workers are quitting in protest”, as a direct effect from automating the 
process of administrating requests of social economic support with algorithms [1]. 
These articles are not uncommon and often covers the heavy workload in the overall 
sector. An example from the first article is how budget cuts are increasing in parallel 
with the rising need of more health care workers. 
 
The health care system, and the larger social system, is always a delicate matter which 
spans over many stakeholders and, not at least, political forces. For example, the 
government has recently budgeted for enabling physicians to write better medical 
certificates [50], since the level of insufficient medical certificates is deemed at nearly 
10 % [21]. This number is calculated by evaluating how many issued certificates are 
worded in a vague way that makes the assessment of them harder. Poorly worded 
certificates are sent back with a request of completion (by the authority 
Försäkringskassan). Looking at the quality of medical certificates in general, seeing 
how the quality may affect the aftercare the patient receives and similar, the amount 
of low-level certificates is over 40 % [50]. 
 
There is a communicative strain between the health care system and 
Försäkringskassan, where the wording of the medical certificate plays a big part. This 
is also reflected by a national report [21] saying that the largest culprit in certificates 
in need of completion is the field where the physician needs to describe the patients 
limited ability to work. 
 
To mitigate this, a project has been initiated where a digital version of the medical 
certificate will aid the physician in the issuing process. A variety of supportive 
functionalities have been prototyped in order to provide physicians with (assumed) 
relevant information and tools. For this study, this kind of form was named as a 
supportive form, and the goal was to evaluate the usability of the form and try to find 
indications of whether the issued certificates holds a sufficient quality or not. 
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The following objectives were set for the study: 
 

1. Evaluation 
a. Map out the key stakeholders’ perspective on the project. 
b. Evaluate: How do the users experience the form-filling supportive 

tools? 
c. Evaluate: Do the supportive tools affect the quality of filled out 

forms? 
 

2. Recommendations 
a. Based on the evaluation, propose design improvements to the future 

development of the final supportive tools. 

1.1 Problem Definition  
The problem this study focus on is whether the digital supportive form will be a 
helpful tool for physicians or not, in terms of usability and efficiency. In order to 
reduce the number of insufficient certificates over time, this is essential to 
investigate. The supportive form is built up by multiple components, each one 
potentially helping the physician in different ways, meaning that it is crucial to both 
evaluate the digital form as a whole and also its respective parts. It is also important 
to separate observations about what is a good medical supportive component of the 
form and what is good just due to the fact that the form has general interactive 
elements. 

1.2 Delimitations 
While the study is performed in a medical domain, the focus will remain on usability 
and efficiency of the prototypes. Understanding the medical domain partly is 
unavoidable in order to gain a wider understanding of the context in which the study 
takes place, but the scientific work will neither evaluate nor analyze medical aspects 
such as patient safety or workplace environment. Also, one sub-goal is to propose 
improvements (interaction- and visual wise), but this does not include creating new 
prototypes or iterating the suggestions. The purpose of the study is not to design 
something new, but rather to investigate the current proposals and analyze what 
works or not in terms of usability (and based on that, suggest improvements). 
 
Further, it should be noted that when talking about the quality of the medical 
certificates there is no valuation of whether a patient will get it approved or not by 
Försäkringskassan. Discussing quality of medical certificates in this study, it is 
regarded in a way of the probability of it getting a completion request. If a medical 
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certificate generated by the evaluated form is less likely to be in need of completion 
requests, this study will deem its quality as high. 

1.3 Scientific Context and Relevance 
This study takes place in a crossover between Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
and Medical Informatics. The implications of this is that it will focus on both the 
interactive aspects of the evaluated system, but also how it plays a part in the bigger 
process it is situated in (in this case, within a partly medical context). 
 
Seeing how the study hopefully can contribute to society, a successfully executed 
study could bring attention to how the medical certification-process could be refined 
and improved (in terms of usability). This could potentially help the bigger project 
of increasing medical certificate quality and in the long-term help people get their 
sick leave application processed faster. 
 
Looking at the scientific aspect, there is always a big need to understand how users 
interact with and experience different types of systems. As within medical 
informatics, the study could help shed light on what health care workers value in 
medical systems, not at least in this context considering there are external 
stakeholders (e.g., Försäkringskassan) that also will be affected. 
 
 
The Domain of Medical Informatics 
As the study is situated within both the technical and medical domain, a lot of 
resourceful aspects of theory comes from the field of Medical Informatics. It stems 
from the early 70’s and was, initially, named with various alternations related to 
“medical computing science”, “health informatics” and alike, but yet the core still 
remains focused on the process of seeing how information systems and medicine are 
intertwined and how it, together, can improve health care [10]. 
 
One of the greatest challenges of designing IT-systems aimed at workers within 
health care is the complexity of the domain in question. Medicine as a field is widely 
complex and just within the same hospital there can be big discrepancy between how 
different physicians interpret the same patient data [42]. Adding to the complexity, 
often an IT-system will be used by more than one type of profession. With the case 
of physicians, there are many specialists with different backgrounds and mindsets, 
meaning that the expectations of the system to be designed is anything but narrow. 
The interface and structure of the system must allow for a wide range of difference 
between its users [10, 42]. 
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As in all design processes, not at least within Medical Informatics, it is essential to 
not only evaluate the system itself, but also the impact it has on the outer world. For 
example, the system needs to accommodate the needs of both patients, physicians, 
the organization and external stakeholders [42]. Thus, this study takes into account 
how the evaluated system not only holds up to the physicians’ expectations (as users), 
but also how the external stakeholder Försäkringskassan deem the quality of the 
generated medical certificates. This, in the long run, will also indicate how efficient 
the process will be for the patients. 
 
The Domain of Human-Computer Interaction 
Analyzing system performance from the user perspective and the associated impact, 
this is typically done within the domain of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
[46]. One of the core blocks of the domain is the study of usability, which is the 
measurement of effectiveness, satisfaction and efficiency [14]. The term usability is 
elaborated on further in section 2.7 Usability. 
 
This study took place in an interdisciplinary approach of both Medical Informatics 
and Human-Computer Interaction, meaning that the results was analyzed both from 
the user perspective (for example, usability) but also as in what role the evaluated 
system takes part in the medical aspect. For example, the system could be appropriate 
in a usability perspective without providing the necessary effect for patients. 
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2 Background 

This section will provide a broad starting point for the study and present information 
ranging from project background and general information about sick leaves in 
Sweden, to an overview of the supportive forms that was evaluated alongside with 
previous studies relevant to the topic in question. 

2.1 Project Context 
The National Project: Sjukskrivningsmiljarden 
Over the years, the Swedish government has observed a number of quality issues 
regarding the process of sick leave and rehabilitation. In an effort to mitigate the 
problems and invest in long term solutions, the initiative “Sjukskrivningsmiljarden” 
was executed. This is a project where a large amount of money is budgeted 
throughout several years to SKL (Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting - Swedish 
Association of Local Authorities and Regions). SKL then distributes the money to 
various projects and efforts which aim at improving the sick leave process. 
 
The Project of Supportive Forms for Physicians 
Inera, a company owned by SKL, are responsible for the overall digital solutions 
regarding Swedish health care services and are granted a part of the money within 
this national project. One of their objectives have led them to initiate the process of 
improving how medical certificates can be issued more efficiently while maintaining 
a good quality and reducing the amount of certificates in need of completion. 
 
The Project’s Components and Terminology 
The project has in total four different prototypes of supportive functionalities which 
are supposed to aid issuing physicians while creating the medical certificates. Earlier 
pre-studies have been made on the prototypes, but as to this point, no study that 
collectively evaluates the functionalities. Additionally, there has been no structured 
efforts to evaluate the quality of certificates issued created with the help of the 
supportive functionalities. Since each supportive functionality was tested separately 
in different forms in this study, the terminology is simplified, and they will be 
referred to as Supportive Forms. 
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Involvement in the Project 
Inera decided to collaborate with Uppsala Region to evaluate the supportive forms 
at a larger scale, also reaching out to Uppsala University to see if there was an interest 
from students willing to help. Hence, this study is both an academic effort and a part 
of the larger project on Inera’s side. 
 
Conflict of Interest Declaration 
For full disclosure, it should be noted that the design of the study was not influenced 
by the stakeholders that in any way could have negatively impacted the academic 
efforts or the final data analysis. The author received no incentives during the study 
and had the final call on all decisions regarding the research. There was no funding 
involved in the study apart from Inera paying for the participants’ time (since they 
participated during working hours). Thus, there is no conflict of interest. 
 
Following, a brief description of the project group (stakeholders) is presented. 

2.1.1 Stakeholders 

The project included a number of stakeholders. While there are secondary 
stakeholders to consider (organizations and individuals affected by the project, for 
example physicians and Försäkringskassan), this summary will only focus on the 
primary ones (Inera, Uppsala Region and EPJ) directly involved in the project group. 
 
Inera were the main project owner and also the stakeholder which funded the 
participants who partook in the study. In collaboration with Uppsala Region, two 
additional stakeholders were involved, including the Health Care Department of 
Uppsala Region and EPJ.  
 
The full name of EPJ is Elektronisk patientjournal, which is a supportive function to 
the Health Care Department of Uppsala region, in charge of various parts of patients’ 
documentation in the health care process. As an example, EPJ manage the patient 
record systems and similar. 
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2.2 Medical Certificates and Försäkringskassan 
The Swedish authority Försäkringskassan is the governing instance of medical 
certificates responsible for determining whether a patient is eligible for paid sick 
leave or not. Following, a brief introduction to the process of medical certificates is 
presented along with a summary of a national report regarding the quality of Swedish 
medical certificates. 

2.2.1 Core Components of Medical Certificates for Sick Leave 

The current version of medical certificates builds on the principle of the DFA-chain. 
This is a schema for describing the patient’s Diagnosis, Function and limitations of 
Activity [22].  
 
Evaluating the Diagnosis, physicians are estimating what condition the patient is in 
and if it can be attributed to a diagnosis on par with the International Classification 
of Diseases. The diagnosis is normally written out as an ICD-code. 
 
Seeing to the patient’s Function, the medical certificate needs to specify what the 
current state of the individual means in terms of bodily limitations. For example, this 
could be problems with lifting the arms above a certain level or that the individual is 
unable to support herself on both legs due to pain. 
 
Lastly, the Limitation of Activity is the result of the previous observation (the 
Function). This is where the physician has to describe how the bodily limitations 
affect the patient’s ability to perform her work tasks. If a work activity requires the 
patient to lift heavy boxes and the patient is limited in her function of elevating her 
arms, this has to be clearly communicated in the medical certificate. 
 
The vast majority of medical certificates in need of completion lacks a distinct 
communication regarding the last part: the Limitation of Activity [21]. This is also 
the part of the medical certificate which is furthest away from the usual work a 
physician does, since evaluating a patient’s work tasks is not the same as evaluating 
the patient’s physical or cognitive condition. 

2.2.2 Report: Medical Certificates and Completion Requests 

In an effort to map out the current state of medical certificates in Sweden and the 
overall quality, Försäkringskassan published a report [21] detailing statistics 
regarding how many medical certificates were demanded to be revised and 
completed in 2017. 
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As previously stated, the majority of remarks medical certificates got was the fields 
concerning the “Limitation of Activity” and “Limitation of Function”. This is 
deemed to be the general problem with medical certificates, not just for 2017 but for 
the overall period of time since this version of the form launched. 
 
Seeing to the numbers, the report states that 9,7 % of the evaluated medical 
certificates got a completion request. Generally speaking, this means that 1 out of 10 
medical certificates in Sweden falls below the acceptable quality in strict terms of 
what needs to be communicated between the health care and Försäkringskassan. 
 
Lastly, there seems to be no significant statistical difference between the patients’ age, 
gender, or similar when it comes to requests of completion [21]. The common 
demeanor seems to be the description of Limitation of Activity. 

2.3 Supportive Forms to be Evaluated 
The system on which the digital medical certificates are built upon is called Webcert 
and is provided by Inera. In Webcert, there are multiple types of certificates that one 
can issue as a physician, but this study will focus on issuing medical certificates for 
sick leave. 
 

 
 
To understand what a supportive form is, one can think of Webcert as the shell which 
then the supportive functionality is implemented on. Without the supportive 
functionality, Webcert for medical certificates regarding sick leaves is just a digital 
form. Each supportive functionality, for example SBI, adds a layer onto said form. 
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They do not change the core of the form, but rather provides help to make the filling 
out of the form more efficient. 
 
As an example, the SBI supportive functionality overlays the form with pre-defined 
text that the physician then can alter to cater to the patient’s needs. The text is based 
on what is usually written according to the selected diagnosis and is written in a way 
that is deemed to help Försäkringskassan make a decision without the need of further 
completion requests. 
 
Following, a brief introduction to each supportive functionality is presented. Note 
that they are called “supportive forms” since they, in this study, are tested separately. 
In the final implementation, however, they may be used all in one form. They are 
separated in the study purely to make the evaluation more efficient, enabling a 
distinction between the user feedback. 
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2.3.1 Försäkringsmedicinskt Beslutsstöd (FMB) 

 
 
FMB (highlighted in the image with a dashed lined) is a supportive functionality that 
provides the physician with relevant information from the database authored by 
Socialstyrelsen (The National Board of Health and Welfare). 
 
In its full name, FMB is spelled out “Försäkringsmedicinskt Beslutsstöd” and is a 
reference guide for both Försäkringskassan and the health care regarding 
information and recommendations concerning a variety of diagnoses. Currently, 
physicians have to bring up FMB in a new browser tab, search for the diagnosis they 
have determined relevant for the patient and then wade through a large amount of 
text to find what they deem relevant and useful. 
 
What the supportive functionality does is that it is automatically identifies the filled-
out diagnosis in the form and then displays the diagnosis-specific information in 
chunks depending on which field the physician needs more information about. The 
supportive functionality is activated by pressing the corresponding FMB button next 
to each field. 
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2.3.2 International Classification of Functioning, Disability and 
Health (ICF) 

 
 
ICF (highlighted in the image with a dashed lined) is an abbreviation for 
“International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health”. 
 
The supportive functionality automatically detects what diagnosis the physician has 
entered in the form and then lets her describe the patient’s limitations of function 
and ability in correspondence with the ICF-classification. Normally, the fields of 
function and ability are free text (they are always available even with ICF present), 
but the ICF functionality converts the process of typing to letting the user use 
checkboxes instead. 
 
For example, if the diagnosis “Major depressive episode” is entered, ICF displays 
suggestions of symptom checkboxes and limitations of ability according to that 
specific diagnosis. After the user has ticked all checkboxes that applies, she grades 
the severity of the selected items and adds a comment. 
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2.3.3 Stöd för Rätt Sjukskrivning (SRS) 

 
 
SRS (highlighted in the image with a dashed lined) stands for “Stöd för Rätt 
Sjukskrivning” and tries to help physicians predict potential risks with the patient 
when it comes to sick leaves. 
 
The supportive functionality consists of the user answering a series of questions 
relating to the patient’s socioeconomic factors (such as education status and alike), 
then a risk prediction is generated based on previous patients within the same filled 
out diagnosis and similar socioeconomic factors. 
 
Additionally, the physician is also provided with general advice regarding the filled-
out diagnosis and what potential treatment could look like. Lastly, there is also a 
graph showing national statistics covering how the “back to work”-rate looks like 
within the same diagnosis. 
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2.3.4 Stöd för Bedömning och Ifyllnad (SBI) 

 
 
SBI was originally named as the Orthopedist Structure, after some health care units 
realized that orthopedists often wrote the same diagnosis-specific information in 
every medical certificate. As a pilot on small scale, there have been prototype 
evaluations in (mainly) Lund and Uppsala where almost the entire form is 
automatically filled out with pre-defined text. 
 
Fundamentally, the idea of the functionality is that every diagnosis already has a 
prepared amount of text that goes into each form of the medical certificate. The name 
“Orthopedist Structure” is now superfluous since it is spanning over more than just 
orthopedist-specific diagnoses. Thus, the name was changed to SBI, and the 
functionality is highlighted in the image with a dashed lined around an example 
sentence. 
 
For example, if the diagnosis “Major depressive episode” is filled in, the form will 
autocomplete by filling out the most probable data regarding that kind of sick leave. 
It is still up to each user to modify the information in the form so that it corresponds 
correctly with each individual case. Though, the users are not technically forced to 
edit any information before signing the form and sending it in. 
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2.3.5 Reference Form 

The last variant of the medical certificate form to be evaluated is a form without the 
supportive functionality. The reason for including a form without the supportive 
aspect is that it is important to distinguish if there are any concerns regarding the 
overall design of the form. An important aspect when testing multiple prototypes 
with users is that a learning transfer effect can occur [32], which is why starting every 
test with evaluating the “blank” form can mitigate this effect (but of course not 
eliminate it completely). Seeing that no user has previously tried out the prototypes, 
the reference form also helps them understand the design without that affecting the 
performance later in the test on the supportive forms. This can be considered as a 
“try out”-round form for warm up. 

2.4 Pre-Study by EPJ 
The concept of supportive forms that aids the user to write high quality medical 
certificates was evaluated in 2014 by Johan Månflod at EPJ Uppsala [33]. The study 
scrutinized the potential implementation of supportive forms from a practical 
standpoint, while a follow-up study conducted in 2017 by Gustaf Nolinder and 
Ingela Hedman Karlsson (also at EPJ) evaluated the quality of said supportive forms 
[35]. 

2.4.1 Part 1 - Pilot Implementation of Supportive Forms 

Project Goal and Timeframe 
The overall project goal was to implement the SBI supportive form in a handful of 
clinics in Uppsala. Sub-goals included, for example, measuring potential time saving, 
user attitude and the overall quality of issued medical certificates. The project started 
in 2014 and the concluding report was issued early 2016. 
 
Results 
The main results were divided into Implementation, Time Saving, Quality of 
Medical Certificates and Frequency of Use. Implementation-wise, the pilot included 
four workplaces in Uppsala and there were no indications that it required any 
extensive support or similar. The overall time saving with the supportive form tested 
seems to be around 1 minute and 30 seconds. The results are missing an evaluation 
of the quality of issued medical certificates and the author suggested that this would 
be further scrutinized in the follow-up study. Lastly, it is concluded that the use 
frequency was below expected, only 14 % of all medical certificates were issued by 
using the supportive forms. 
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User Feedback 
Along with the study, a questionnaire was sent out to the pilot workplaces, where 
two out of four workplaces responded within time. Of the potential respondents at 
the two workplaces, 24 out 45 physicians sent in their responses. The feedback 
indicates that there was a big difference in how often they had tried out the new 
supportive forms, which makes it hard to draw any hard conclusions from the 
answers of attitude. A majority of the respondents stated that they were “Mainly 
Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” while only one responded that they were “Partly 
Satisfied”. No one answered “Unsure” or “Dissatisfied”. 
 
Communication Problems 
One comment in the report that should be regarded in the further implementation 
of supportive forms is about the communication problems. The author concludes 
that it is nearly impossible to get users to start using a new system (that is not 
mandatory) by mailing information, sending out guides or even putting up a sticky 
note directly at the user’s workstation. Apparently, the most efficient method seems 
to be to personally inform the users and let them try the new tools directly. 
Furthermore, the author states that there seems to be a discrepancy in the language 
of medical guidelines and how physicians communicate in general. This can affect 
how the issuing physician writes the medical certificate. 
 
Critique 
While the study draws many interesting conclusions and provides helpful insights, 
there is major drawback concerning how few of the workplaces that did not try out 
the supportive forms at all. Even within those who tried it out, the use was low 
frequent, and few answered the questionnaire about the satisfaction. Also, regarding 
the methodology, the questionnaire asked the users “How satisfied are you with the 
supportive form?”, a question that can be interpreted in numerous ways. 
Furthermore, the quantitative selectable options (e.g. “Partly Satisfied”, “Mainly 
Satisfied”, and alike) are hard to interpret. What is the difference between feeling 
“Partly Satisfied” and “Mainly Satisfied”? This should not cast a shadow over a 
mainly insightful study, but the conclusions regarding the user feedback should 
probably not be taken into consideration on a larger scale. 
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2.4.2 Part 2 - Quality of Pilot Supportive Forms 

Project Goal and Timeframe 
Based on the previous study by Johan Månflod [33], the evaluation of supportive 
forms continued into a second study conducted by Gustaf Nolinder and Ingela 
Hedman Karlsson at EPJ Uppsala [35]. The project goal was to add evaluative 
information that the previous report by Johan Månflod lacked, mainly in terms of 
feedback from Försäkringskassan and the users. Försäkringskassan evaluated the 
quality of the medical certificates generated by the implemented supportive form 
(SBI) and user voiced their opinions through a questionnaire. The study was 
conducted throughout 2016 and the final report was published in 2017. 
 
Results from User Questionnaire 
65 physicians were handed the questionnaire, while only 38 of them answered. 
Within those 38 who answered, 24 responded that they had tried out the new 
supportive form.  The respondents estimated that they used it nearly 50 % of the 
times the issued a medical certificate and 83 % of those certificates never got a remark 
from Försäkringskassan. Regarding user satisfaction, 87 % responded that they were 
“Mainly Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” with the supportive forms. 4 % were “Partly 
Satisfied” and 13 % felt doubtful about their satisfaction. On the question whether 
they would recommend the supportive forms to their colleagues, 88 % said yes, 8 % 
said no and 4 % were unsure.  
 
Results from Försäkringskassan 
106 medical certificates generated by the supportive form were evaluated by 
Försäkringskassan (an additional 20 could for various reasons not be included). Only 
3 out of 106 medical certificates (3 %) evaluated by a regular clerk at 
Försäkringskassan were in need of completion, while an additional reviewer 
estimated the number to 14 (13 %). The reason why the regular clerks approved more 
certificates, the report states, is probably due to the fact that they have access to more 
information than the additional reviewer. 
 
Critique 
The study provides concrete insights on both user feedback and evaluations from 
Försäkringskassan. Like the previous study by Johan Månflod, this study also uses a 
Likert scale (“Partly Satisfied”, “Mainly Satisfied”, and alike) which presents the user 
with an arbitrary set of responses in risk of big differences in interpretation. Unlike 
last time, this study has additional questions apart from just “Are you satisfied?” 
which provides more contextual insight. 
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2.5 Pre-Study by Inera 
Background 
One of the supportive forms was under development during the process of this study 
(ICF) and Inera needed to evaluate the design and structure of it before releasing it 
into the study. Thus, a pilot evaluation was conducted by Liska Cersowsky Weström 
and Claudia Ehrentraut (on behalf of Inera), testing the ICF supportive form [15, 
16]. 
 
Methodology 
The evaluation consisted of a series of cognitive walkthrough-sessions with a number 
of physicians in Uppsala, which is a method where the user is presented with a task 
and at the same time reasons with the test leader about their thoughts and questions. 
This is a common method when evaluating systems in terms of learnability and first 
impressions [32]. Further, the users answered a qualitative survey as well as a 
quantitative Likert scale-questionnaire (which is then converted to what is known as 
a SUS-score). Additionally, by looking at screen recordings of the test sessions and 
interpreting the users’ actions, a “Task completion rate” was calculated. 
 
Results 
The results from the questionnaire indicated an overall satisfaction regarding the use 
of the ICF supportive form. The users found it fairly easy to use and estimated that 
their peers would learn the system quickly. On the question whether they would like 
to use the supportive form on a regular basis, the answers were more scattered. 
 
Regarding the interviews, most of the answers concerned design details of the 
supportive forms (which was addressed in the next update), while there were almost 
no one indicating that they strongly disliked the idea of using it. Most of the 
comments revolving the design addressed problems with information uncertainty or 
information overload. 
 
Lastly, the task completion rate analysis showed that most of the users managed to 
get everything done as intended. The biggest caveats are problems with adding a new 
category, and that the field for comments is too small. Also, some users struggled to 
finish the whole process. 
 
Critique 
The main concern is that the test only involved five users, meaning that it may be 
hard to generalize things related to the quantitative measures such as the SUS-score/-
questionnaire. Apart from the small number of users, the documentation provided 
extensive information and insights. Considering this was only a mid-development 
pilot, the negative impact of a small user base is negligible. 
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Contributions by this Study 
What separates this study with the previous ones, is that this is the first one that takes 
a scientific methodological approach to evaluate not just a single supportive form, 
but all forms together. It also includes a larger amount of participants and additional 
methods (such as in-depth interviews, full scale usability tests, heuristic evaluations 
and alike). With the broad approach of this study, the results cover a larger ground 
with an analysis that took all four supportive forms into account simultaneously. 
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2.6 Previous Research 
Here, previous research related to the study is presented. The topics covered are 
Medical Certificates in Sweden, IT in Swedish Health Care and Organizations and 
Usability in Forms. 

2.6.1 Medical Certificates in Sweden 

Quality and Impact 
Numerous studies have been executed in Sweden investigating the quality of the 
medical certificate-process and the issued certificates themselves. In 2002, Elsy 
Söderberg [47] studied over 2.400 issued medical certificates and concluded that 
between 20 - 30 % of them were of low quality. The main culprit was unclear or 
missing information and the author concludes that physicians in general need to 
communicate more clearly what has been observed and how it affects the patient.  
 
In the period of 2004 to 2009, researcher Ylva Skaner [45] made a similar attempt to 
assess quality in medical certificates, but instead focused on the impact. Findings 
indicated that the medical certificate helped the patient the more early the process 
started. Research by Karin Starzmann [50] confirms previous mentioned studies and 
concludes that the amount of low quality certificates can be as high as up to 40 %. 
 
Issuing and Work Process 
Seeing how medical certificates in Sweden are issued, research by Starzmann further 
indicates that socioeconomic factors seems to play a big part in who is mostly listed 
on sick leave [48]. Such factors could for example be tied to economic status or level 
of education. Seeing to the issuing physician, Starzmann concludes that there seems 
to be no measurable gender difference in who is issuing the most medical certificates 
[49]. Although, research by Britt Arrelöv suggests that general practitioners (GPs) 
seem to differ significantly from other issuing physicians, in the way that they are 
issuing medical certificates to a lesser extent [4].  
 
Seeing to the work process of issuing, multiple studies showcase how it can be 
regarded as a work environment problem. A majority of 114 responding nurses in 
Sweden indicated in a questionnaire that they regard answering sick leave questions 
via the phone as problematic. The study, by Linda Lännerström [30] further stated 
that the nurses wished for more education to be able to handle these type of 
questions. Britt Arrelöv’s study regarding physician’s opinions on the issuing process 
reveal similar problems, where the majority of 800 respondents find it problematic 
[3]. Studies by Starzmann puts the work environment situation in an even more 
concrete way, stating that many physicians are considering leaving the profession 
due to the stressful and emotionally heavy process of issuing medical certificates [50]. 
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Implications for this Study 
Previous studies clearly indicate that there are problems regarding both the issuing 
process of the medical certificate and the generally quality of itself. The studies 
mentioned above provides important insights that showcase how important it is to 
respect the working environment of physicians. Seeing how stressed workers can 
potentially cause rushed issued certificates with low quality, this pushes the 
requirements of a user-friendly system even further. Both for the sake of workers and 
patients. 

2.6.2 IT in Swedish Health Care and Organizations 

IT and Swedish Healthcare 
Seeing to IT in the Swedish Health Care sector, this can be divided into three aspects: 
implementation, adoption phase and long-term effects. Karin Axelsson has through 
her research of a Swedish University Hospital studied what is called “critical success 
factors (CSF)”, looking for best practices and similar when implementing IT in the 
medical domain [5]. Concluding, there seems to be too much focus on the CSFs, 
since they are not able to solely explain a successful IT implementation project. 
Instead, the success of the studied project seems to be attributed to situational 
factors. As an example, Axelsson highlights a project organizer individual who took 
responsibility for advocating a custom implementation plan and challenging the 
status quo. 
 
Rebecka Janols has through her research in this domain studied both user adoption 
and the long-term effects of usability problems (in context of IT implementation in 
Swedish health care). In a study ranging for over two years, Janols evaluated the user 
adoption of various medical systems in Sweden [26]. Variations in user adoption are 
attributed to “expectations and attitude, management, end-user involvement, 
learning and usability”. The author highlights the importance of not just involving 
the user before and during the development process, but also after the 
implementation. 
 
Studying usability problems in implemented IT systems in Swedish health care over 
time, Janols concluded in another study [27] that the problems will persist as long as 
they are not addressed. As the title of the paper suggests, results indicate that the 
issues are unable to “heal” over time. In other words, the users will not comply with 
nor get used to a system with bad usability. 
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IT and Swedish Organizations 
Stepping back and studying IT in Swedish Organizations in general, there seems to 
be room for improvement. Carl Åborg’s research [2] indicate that IT is a health 
problem, causing a lot of strain and stress on workers. The issues regard both the 
content in the systems and the pure design of them, sometimes so severe that the 
author deems them as health risks. Åborg suggests that potential solutions need to 
address social values on a larger scale and accommodating to the user’s true needs. 
 
But even if one tries to involve the users in the whole process of implementation, 
there might still be difficulties. Inger Boivie has researched the process of user 
involvement in Swedish IT projects in organizations and found that while they often 
include the user, there are many factors still affecting the implementation negatively 
[12]. Mostly those aspects regard different opinions and attitudes around what 
usability and user involvement looks like, but it can also include the usability workers 
being dragged into more technical roles as the project progress and thus “getting out 
of touch”. 
 
Addressing these and similar issues, researcher Eva Olsson has studied how to design 
usable systems (with special regards to skilled users). The main success factors to 
deploy such an IT project, the author argues, is not just involve the users, but also 
establishing trust and communication between the different parties [36]. Disrespect 
towards each other’s professions in the project, lack of communication and “passive” 
user involvement are some of all factors risking impacting the project negatively. 
 
Implications for this Study 
Implementation of usable systems are, as showed, a delicate process that risks many 
negative road bumps on the way. This study is an important step towards a successful 
implementation, but it holds no value unless several other criterions are met. 
Especially important is the research of Janols, highlighting how important it is to not 
just “leave” the users after the implementation, but to continuously address usability 
concerns [26, 27]. 

2.6.3 Usability in Forms 

Web Form Design 
There are many takes on how the ideal form should be designed for maximum user 
satisfaction and efficiency, but the empirical research data is somewhat scarce. Javier 
Bargas-Avila has published multiple papers on how to design better web forms, one 
of them which include a series of graphical guidelines [8]. These range from how the 
form works with error handling to pure visual labels. Another paper from the same 
author revises how multiple selection in web forms should work, resulting in the 
conclusion that users prefer checkboxes rather than drop-down menus if they 
options are limited [9].  
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Research from Leah Melani Christian indicates that web form design does not only 
rely on visual presentation of questions and options, but just as much on how they 
are formulated and constructed [18]. By tweaking the presentation of the questions 
and options in the studies form, the success rate of users filling it in went from 45 % 
to 96 %. 
 
Security of Web Forms 
Since forms are data-centered, security issues often arise. Research by Jan Gamenisch 
[13] suggest multiple ways to ensure a safe approach to filling in and submitting form 
data. This includes, for example, digital signatures, graphics to validate the 
authenticity of the form, anti-phishing mechanics and similar. The security, 
Gamenisch argues, is also a key part to a better user experience of forms. 
 
Supportive Forms 
In line with the forms evaluated in this study, other types of “supportive forms” have 
been explored in the past - all working towards the goal of simplifying correct input 
from the user. Work within this includes research by Javier Bargas-Avila who have 
studied ways to secure that the user enters the right data in the right field [7]. Various 
ways of restricted input (a way of data validation) were evaluated and results indicate 
that the best way to secure the right input of data is to tell the user on beforehand 
what type of data validation will be done. Showcasing examples of valid or invalid 
data to the users did not have any significant effect in either direction. 
 
Straying away from online forms to paper, context aware paper forms have been 
tested by Jiangtao Wang [51] who evaluated if a contextual helper system could 
improve physical form filling. A video camera was capturing how the user filled in 
the paper form a provided continuous contextual feedback, resulting in a significant 
performance boost. 
 
Another supportive, and digital, variant of forms that has been evaluated is in 
electronical medical records. Jeffrey L. Schnipper [39] investigated a concept of a 
medical form which analyzed the input and, based on that, provided decision 
support for medical workers. While no vast empirical data at this point, it is still 
concluded that the prototype showed good potential. 
 
Implications for this Study 
The various rules, guidelines and similar that can be found in research regarding how 
to design a digital form clearly shows the complexity of the problem. Only a minority 
of studies can significantly replicate the results of each other, hinting that the 
usability and efficiency of a form is largely dependent on factors beyond pure visual 
design. In just recent years, the concept of “smart”, “supportive” and “contextual” 
forms takes more place in research, meaning that the domain is far from its peak. 
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2.7 Usability 
According to the ISO-standard ISO 9241-11:2017, usability is the “extent to which a 
system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [54]. 
Translating this to the study of evaluating supportive systems for physicians, there is 
a need of highlighting two key aspects in the ISO-definition that may cause 
confusion: effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
The ISO-standard 9000:2015 constitutes that effectiveness is the “extent to which 
planned activities are realized and planned results are achieved” [53]. For this study, 
it means that the supportive forms not only have to be user friendly, but also provide 
a meaningful outcome (a medical certificate meeting the expectations from other 
stakeholders). Thus, a system that is user friendly in terms of interaction design is 
not necessarily effective without generating something that is perceived as valuable. 
If the supportive form is easy to use without affecting the quality of medical 
certificates in a positive direction, the effectiveness is questionable. 
 
Also from the aforementioned ISO-standard, efficiency is attributed to the 
“relationship between the result achieved and the resources used” [53]. If the 
supportive forms can be found to correlate with higher quality of medical forms, but 
requires a significant workload from the user, one should be inclined to oversee the 
efficiency. 
 
Usability as a concept is not new, but it is still uncertain whether it can provide 
conceptualized measurements [25]. In other words: there is not necessarily any type 
of conventional method of measuring the usability of a system, just by looking at the 
definition alone. On the other hand, some argue that the design process itself can 
define those measurements. As Ingrid Boivie discusses in her dissertation, one can 
look at the design process of work systems as a social process [12] where people and 
needs are considered, which would allow for an approach which extends beyond the 
need of pre-defined standards of usability measurement points. This is essential for 
the study, since being agile to the users and their needs, and thus aligning the 
evaluation to that, can be a crucial factor contributing to the success of an IT-project 
[43, 46].  
 
Seeing to the difficulties to (and the questionable need of) breaking down usability 
to a set of hard rules, this study will, instead, apply usability as a mindset. It should 
allow for informed reflections of the physicians’ work situation and the purpose of 
use, thus contribute to the overall evaluation. 
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3 Theory 

The following theoretical frameworks have helped inform the study and range from 
broad theories to more practical approaches. Below, they are presented in the context 
of how they contribute to answering each research objective. 
 
 

Research Objective Theoretical Frameworks 

Evaluate: How do the users experience the 
form-filling supportive tools? 

User Experience 

  

Based on the evaluation, propose design 
improvements to the future 
development of the final supportive tools. 

Visual Perception and User Interfaces 
User Experience 

  

Evaluate: Do the supportive tools affect the 
quality of filled out forms? 
 

N/A – Purely evaluative objective 

Map out the key stakeholders’ perspective on 
the project. 

N/A – Purely informative objective 

 
 
In the following sections, each framework will be presented briefly to bring 
perspective to the work. There are no elaborate details on each framework, since they 
are used throughout the analysis phase in a more relevant context. 

3.1 User Experience 
Looking beyond the somewhat practical approach of usability, a more holistic 
concept in the design of systems is the user experience. While a system can be 
functional and usable in terms of effectiveness and efficiency (getting things done in 
a labor-efficient way), one can also consider what the system and the interaction with 
it communicates and makes the user feel. This considers something more than 
practical matters, spanning over users’ feelings, thoughts, identity, memories and 
alike [11]. The experience can be seen as where mind and matter meet. 
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The importance user experience brings to the study is how one should consider that 
there will be no “ideal user” since the experience will be different for everyone [20] . 
Thus, designing and evaluating with this in mind can help driving the process to an 
end-product that actively will try to provide not only a usable system, but also 
something that affect the user positively. But then, of course, one has to understand 
what would count as a positive experience. 
 
Some definitions of user experience include the narrative of pleasure, which is a 
rephrased concept of positive experiences. A study by Patrick W. Jordan [28] 
showcased interview answers sorting out what users generally like or dislike. On the 
top list of pleasurable things a product or system can evoke, the following aspects are 
found: security, confidence and pride. On the bottom, the worst feelings from an user 
experience point of view are annoyance, anxiety and contempt [28]. 
 
While this is one isolated study, it goes well in line with similar takes on the topic of 
user experience [11, 14, 19], conceptualizing the need of user friendly systems that 
also appeal to the user as something more than an agent that needs to press the right 
button. 
 
The implications for this study in accordance with user experience is to acknowledge 
that the users are individuals with a variety of previous experiences, knowledge and 
ways of dealing with situations. Reckoning how the medical form can be filled out 
by a vast number of different specialized physicians, this can be a deeply challenging 
aspect. Seeing to Jordan’s list of pleasurable aspects [28], one has to make sure that 
each kind of physician can trust the system, feel confident that they can fill it out 
correctly and take pride in doing so. 

3.2 Perception and User Interfaces 
To evaluate the visual properties of the supportive forms, it is important to approach 
the design evaluation further than something purely aesthetical. This is why 
perception and user interface design has a strong coupling [31], since visual design 
is strongly connected to how our visual apparatus works. Below, some key concepts 
of perception and their implications for user interfaces are presented. These 
contribute to the analysis of the results, mainly concerning the graphical interface of 
each prototype evaluated. 
 
Active Vision - Ease the Cognitive Burden of the User 
One of the most crucial parts of visual design is to ease the burden for the user and 
help her accomplishing what she is set out to do. This brings the concept of  
active vision, the theory about how visual design in our surroundings can help move 
the cognitive visual workload in our minds to be represented in the environment 
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instead  [52]. As for the case with the physicians and the supportive forms, this would 
mean that the design should hold important information visually instead of 
requiring the user to constantly remembering it. As Colin Ware explains it: “… 
[active vision is] supporting and extending our mental capabilities by representing 
information and elements” [52]. The system helps ease the burden of the user. 
 
Mental Models - Design for the User’s Conceptual Knowledge and Expectations 
Having established that visual representation is important to ease the cognitive 
burden of the user, the next step is to consider what the user brings to the user 
interface when using it. Every user has previous knowledge about the domain which 
the interface will be used within, but this also brings expectations. This is what is 
called a mental model [31].  
 
A physician knows how the issuing process of medical certificates works and is also 
familiar with both the patient and domain specific medical knowledge. Thus, this 
creates expectations of the system that will be used, which is why it has to be on pair 
with the physician’s mental model. The system needs to correspond with the 
expectations and allow the user to perform actions and retrieve information that is 
suitable for her. A system that, for example, asks questions about the patient that has 
nothing to do with sick leave will likely clash with the user’s mental model and cause 
unnecessary confusion. This is also the same for the visuals: a form that presents 
options and actions in a way that no previous medical work tool has presented before 
will also contradict the user’s mental model of how something is usually done. 
 
Color and Shape - Code for Similarity or Contrast 
As humans, we interpret color, luminance and shape rather than “seeing it” [52], 
which is why user interface design has to correspond to the various schemas for 
analyzing visual input. Light (and the difference of light: contrast) is what enables us 
to distinguish visual elements and thus also shapes. Color is built on luminance 
(light) and can be an additional distinguishing feature. In short, visual elements that 
visually are similar (e.g., due to color, shape, position, and alike) are interpreted as if 
they belong together.  
 
To create contrast, and clearly visually communicate that two things do not belong 
together, they should visually be coded in some way that differentiates it. For user 
interfaces related to this study, an important implication when analyzing the design 
is how the visual elements are coded to create structure. Sufficient color coding and 
contrast, along with relevant positioning of elements, should contribute to a sense of 
structure that can help the user understand possible actions and information. 
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Affordance - Communicating Possibilities 
Narrowing down from the previous section about color and shape, it is not just 
enough to make things visually easily interpreted and grouped/isolated with help of 
contrast. Visual elements should also clearly communicate what actions can be taken 
(or not taken). This concept, usually referred to as affordance [52], implicates that 
the supportive forms should contain visual representations of actions that clearly 
speaks to the user. Without confusion, a physician should know what happens when 
pressing a certain button.  
 
This also means that the button has to look like a button, so the user knows that it 
can be pressed. This goes well in hand with the concept of mental models, which 
enables a design that utilizes affordances of already known concepts. For example, 
the form could partly be designed with elements that is widely known from previous 
medical interfaces or forms, rather than forcing the user to learn a new and 
unnecessarily complex concept [41].  
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4 Method 

Here, the various methods executed to carry out the study will be presented and 
scrutinized. First, the methodological approach will be reviewed, followed by an 
overview of each data collection method, and finally the chapter concludes with how 
the procedure of analysis was carried out. 

4.1 Methodological Approach 
Research Objective Method 

Map out the key stakeholders’ 
perspective on the project. 
 

Stakeholder Interviews 

Evaluate: How do the users experience 
the form-filling supportive tools? 
 

Usability Evaluations 
Post-Evaluation Interviews 
Workshop 

Evaluate: Do the supportive tools affect 
the quality of filled out forms? 
 

Expert Review 

Based on the evaluation, propose design 
improvements to the future 
development of the final supportive 
tools. 

Usability Evaluations 
Post-Evaluation Interviews 
Workshop 
Heuristic Evaluation 

 
Considering that an IT-system should cater to the needs of both the organizational 
goals, users and external stakeholders [42] it was early decided that the method 
should aim for capturing more than one perspective. 
 
This is why the study and the methodological approach was constructed to involve 
both the physicians, the stakeholders and the external part Försäkringskassan. The 
method builds on usability evaluations (12), interviews and a workshop (1) with the 
users, which are all good ways to involve the end users and ensuring a system that 
corresponds with their needs and expectations [11, 32]. To encapsulate the 
stakeholder perspective, interviews were conducted with all relevant key 
representatives of the stakeholders (3) involved in the project. Seeing how the 
supportive forms would directly affect Försäkringskassan, it was essential to involve 
this external stakeholder. Their expertise in medical certificates also paved the way 
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for what would become a method of expert reviews, where they evaluated the 
generated medical certificates from the usability evaluation test sessions. 
 
The described approach generated a helpful insight on how the respective parts 
resonated about the aspects related to the supportive forms. But to broaden the 
approach and put the insights into perspective, it was decided to complement the 
results with a heuristic evaluation of the design aspects. Normally, a heuristic 
evaluation conducted by one person is considered questionable [34], but it is 
important to note that this evaluation does not stand alone and was purely 
conducted to understand the previously collected data. In this case, a rigid 
understanding of the system, gained through the heuristic evaluation process, can 
increase the quality of the analysis of the overall data [11, 20]. 
 
Yet again, it is crucial to note that the purpose was not to compare the supportive 
forms’ prototypes, but to understand what is valuable in a supportive form that can 
contribute to a greater quality. Thus, the methodology constantly tried to refrain 
from quantitative comparisons and grading. This is also why the analysis mainly 
focused on distinguishing qualitative themes in the data rather than working with 
statistics and hard coding. 

4.2 Initial Phase 
To better understand the situation and preparing for a sound methodology, previous 
pilot studies and general documentation was scrutinized before executing the study. 
This helped inform better decisions regarding the following method, but also 
ensuring a mindset on par with the rest of the project group (and users). 

4.2.1 Review of EPJ and Inera Pre-Studies 

A number of pre-studies was conducted in relation to supportive forms before this 
study was executed. This includes studies on SBI-supportive form conducted by EPJ 
Uppsala [33, 35] and a pilot study by Inera evaluating the design decisions on the 
ICF-supportive form [15, 16]. 
 
Analyzing the results from these studies, but also the methodology, helped gaining a 
better understanding of the users’ perspectives and concerns. The studies from EPJ 
framed many important insights on the difficulties on implementations of 
supportive forms and how Försäkringskassan resonates about it. Inera’s pilot study 
helped shed light on the user response which highlighted both learnability of the 
system and how the users resonates.  
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For further details on respective studies, please refer to chapter 2.4 Pre-Study by EPJ 
and 2.5 Pre-Study by Inera. 

4.2.2 Review of Existing Documentation and Reports 

Considering that the study is part of a larger project where Inera is a big stakeholder, 
it was necessary to understand both their long-term organizational goals and their 
part in this project. SKL (Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting) have ordered the 
project from Inera and works on behalf of the Swedish Government, meaning that 
there are numerous directives and reports to abide to. 
 
Thus, it was important to scrutinize said reports and documents to get a deeper 
knowledge about what project environment this study takes part within. Unlike the 
pre-studies by EPJ and Inera, these documents have not been analyzed in this study 
in writing since the relevance is mostly internal and methodological. If one wish to 
further read about Inera and SKL, all reports are public domain and can mostly be 
obtained online. In the Reference-section, some reports and documents are cited. 

4.3 Data Collection Phase 
In this section, the methods conducted to collect data is presented. The order in 
which they are presented is similar to the order they were executed in the study. 

4.3.1 Stakeholder Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with representatives from all stakeholders involved in the 
project group. The individuals interviewed are representatives from EPJ, Region 
Uppsala and Inera. Stakeholder interviews is a method suitable for efficiently gaining 
a wide understanding of the needs and expectations from the organizational 
perspective in an IT-project [11, 32] which is why it was deemed fit for this study. 
 
The interviews were, as they should, semi-structured in order to capture all necessary 
aspects without constraining the data collection so much that important details 
could be missed out [24, 32]. They were conducted and analyzed at the early phase 
of the study in order to form the understanding of the data collected later in, and all 
stakeholders were informed on beforehand that stakeholder interviews would be 
held. All interviews were held in the respective respondent’s workplace and the set 
interview time was one hour. Data collection included note taking and sound 
recording, used with consent from the respondent. 
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Topics covered in the interviews ranged from what goals the organization they 
represented have to how they interpret and value relevant topics connected to the 
project. As an example, all respondents were asked to estimate how the supportive 
forms would affect the users’ working environment, and another example includes 
questions about how they visualize a successful outcome of the project and how it 
would affect their own organization. For a full disclosure of the interview guide, 
please refer to Appendix A – Stakeholder Interview Guide. 
 
Overall, the stakeholder interviews contributed to a much-needed perspective for the 
study. The responses were different from each respondent and clearly showcased the 
complexity of IT-projects with multiple stakeholders and organizational goals. 

4.3.2 Selection and Recruitment of Participants 

Since the majority of rejected medical certificates can be traced to the primary care, 
it was decided that participants should be physicians at the primary care within the 
Uppsala Region. All primary care units in Uppsala were informed about the study 
and the participants were paid through the project owner (Inera) in order to recruit 
not only participants who wanted to help during their free time. There are no 
indications of a skewed selection base; the balance was reasonably even between both 
gender, age, work experience and their attitude towards the project. 

4.3.3 Usability Evaluations 

The need of evaluating the user experience and usability of the prototyped 
supportive forms is high, thus it was early decided to use Usability Evaluations as a 
core method for data collection. 
 
Relevance and Reliability 
A usability test is only reliable and relevant if there is a saturation in the data, which 
is why a large number of participants (twelve) were recruited. There are multiple 
studies debating the exact number of participants needed in usability evaluations to 
claim saturation, but it usually ranges between five and twelve [32, 41], which is in 
line with this study. 
 
Study Setting 
The tests were carried out primarily at the participants’ own offices. Both as it was 
efficient but also because it provided the participant with their usual setting and 
better simulated the real work environment of the system evaluated. 
 
Preparation of Scenarios and Patient Cases 
To ensure both comparability and an ethical approach, two made up patient cases 
with scenarios were used instead of real patient data. One case related to a physical 
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condition and one case regarded a psychiatric issue, this in order to ensure that the 
system was evaluated on more than one type of scenario. The scenarios used were 
created by an experience physician that was consulted for this purpose and the 
information was built upon previous scenarios that Inera has used in previous 
successful test session. The scenarios were also passed through other domain experts 
and verified before being used in the study. 
 
Test Order Distribution 
Every test session with the participant included three test rounds. First a test round 
without any supportive functionality or prototypes, just to warm up the users and 
letting them familiarize themselves with the new layout of Försäkringskassans’ form. 
The blank “warm up” round was important to catch initial reactions and opinions 
about the new form, then the last two rounds included the different prototypes of 
supportive forms. Since there was only time to test a limited amount of prototypes 
per test session, the testing order had to be distributed over the study period. This 
was done using the conventional Latin square methodology [29], balancing out the 
major risks of learning transfer and biased testing orders. In the end, there was an 
equal balance in how many prototypes got evaluated and in which order this 
happened. 
 
Practical Aspects of each Test Session 
In a test session, the participant first got an introduction to the study and the purpose 
of the session. After that, a consent form was signed and the participant got to shortly 
describe themselves, their background and how they experienced the current issuing 
process of medical certificates. Starting the tests, the participants received an 
explanation of how the tests were outlined and how it would work. All participants 
were informed that their issued certificates from the tests would be reviewed by 
Försäkringskassan, to ensure that they filled out the form just as they normally do.  
 
Before each test round, the participants got to read up on the patient scenario, and 
during the test they had access to the persona to verify that they put in the right 
information. After each test, the participant was interviewed (this will be elaborated 
on more in the next section). Each test round was set to 15 minutes maximum to 
ensure that the participant did not spend more than what a normal issuing process 
usually demands. All in all, each test session was budgeted to one and a half hour. 
 
Data Collection 
All tests were recorded with two different audio recording devices (one for backup), 
along with a screen recording of what the participant was doing on the computer. 
Directly after the test session, all data was transcribed, interpreted and then 
comprised into an anonymous Test Session Report. This was done partly to avoid 
potential bias in the analysis phase but also to protect the participants if the project 
group wanted details on a specific test session. 
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4.3.4 Post-Evaluation Interviews 

After each test round in the test session, a semi-structured interview was held to gain 
insight and perspective on what happened during a test round. Usability Evaluation 
benefits from post-interviews not only because they provide additional data, but also 
because they give the test results a more human context [29, 32]. This showed to help 
the interpretation of the screen recordings to a large extent, since some actions were 
impossible to deduce simply by looking at a serious of events.  
 
The interviews were held four times: before the test rounds and then after the first, 
second and third test. The last interview also focused on more than what happened 
during the test, for example how they are experiencing their current work situation 
and other important contextual aspects. For a full disclosure of the semi-structured 
interview guide, please refer to Appendix B – Participant Interview Guide. Note that 
the document is in Swedish due to the fact that the physicians were interviewed in 
their native language. 

4.3.5 Workshop 

In order to further evaluate both the supportive forms and the data collected from 
the usability evaluation sessions (and post-interviews), a workshop was executed 
with four out of the twelve participants. 
 
Relevance 
A workshop is a relevant method to collectively both evaluate existing or prevalent 
data and also generate new data and insights [24, 32]. It was deemed relevant for the 
study since it could serve as a catalysator for new ideas and critical review of old ones, 
which showed successful since all four participants had very different backgrounds 
and previous work experience. 
 
Participant selection 
The workshop was set out in the end of the data collection phase to ensure that 
enough data had been collected on beforehand. The four participants were recruited 
solely based on the premises that they had participated in a previous usability session 
and that they actively wanted to participate. There was no need to actively stratify 
the selection of participants since the problem solved itself with an equal distribution 
of both experience, gender and geographical location of workplaces. 
 
Workshop Design 
The workshop included two main exercises, lasted an effective hour and was held in 
a conference room at Samariterhemmets Vårdcentral. First, the participants partook 
in a warm up exercise where they presented themselves and broke the ice with the 
rest of the physicians. Then the two main exercises followed, which was deemed a 
reasonable number of exercises considering the limited available time for the 
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participants (it took place during working hours). Each exercise always ended with 
a semi-structured discussion to enhance the data, while the last part of the workshop 
allowed for a completely open discussion without any moderation. This in order to 
not missing out on important feedback or discussions that the workshop design may 
not had accounted for initially. 
 
First Exercise: Associations 
The starting main exercises was an individual task where the participants got a 
questionnaire with eight statements regarding supportive forms. Their job was to 
check of the supportive forms they think corresponded with each statement. The 
questionnaire allowed for multiple answers on each statement and also included a 
“None”-option if the participants did not find any of the options relevant for the 
statement. Afterwards, a semi-structured discussion was held about the answers and 
the participants were also encouraged to challenge each other and their responses. 
 
Last Exercise: Axis of Functionality 
The main exercise in the end was a group exercise where the participants were 
divided into groups of two and collaborated to rank and rate different suggestions of 
new supportive form functionalities. In each group, the participants got 14 paper 
notes with the suggestions on them, and then they had to place them on a two-
dimensional scale rating both how much the suggestion would ease their daily work 
and how likely it was that the suggestion would increase certificate quality. 
Additionally, each participant also had ten votes to distribute between the 14 
suggestion notes in accordance with their personal liking. To prevent over-voting, 
one could only give five votes on each suggestion (per person). Thus, each suggestion 
could get a maximum of ten votes per group. After the exercise was over, a semi-
structured discussion was held and the groups both presented their results and 
discussed it. 
 
Unstructured Discussion 
Lastly, the workshop was concluded with a completely unmoderated discussion 
where the participants were free to discuss precisely whatever they wanted. This 
turned out to be a relevant choice of method since some of the most interesting 
insights came from this part of the workshop. 
 
Data Collection 
Ensuring written consent by each participant in the study, the workshop was both 
recorded audibly and with sporadic notes. After the workshop ended, everything 
generated (notes, material from each exercise and alike) was documented with a 
camera. Lastly, the audio recording was transcribed and analyzed together with the 
rest of the data. 
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4.3.6 Expert Review 

From the Usability Evaluations, 36 medical certificates were generated. In order to 
see if Försäkringskassan had different opinions on them depending on which 
supportive form was used to issue it, they were used as expert reviewers. 
 
Method Relevance 
Since the long-term project goal is to create supportive forms that helps the users 
issue better medical certificates, it was crucial to let the stakeholder 
Försäkringskassan weigh in on the issue. Thus, letting them review the issued test 
certificates was a naturally choice of method. 
 
Practical Execution  
Försäkringskassan were invited in the beginning of the study to participate. To avoid 
potential bias, they were only informed that the study being conducted aimed at 
investigating the issuing process of medical certificates. Nothing was mentioned 
about that different forms were used to issue the certificates and how this related to 
Inera’s project. All generated certificates were spread and divided in preparade 
envelopes to regular clerks at Försäkringskassan, along with detailed instructions 
and the judgement form.  
 
The instructions clearly specified that they should only evaluate if the medical 
certificate contained enough information, and they were explicitly told to not judge 
whether the made-up patient should get their sick leave approved or not. Each 
judgement form had fields for the certificate code, clerk name, date of judgement 
and then the questions regarding the quality. The first question was “Do you find 
this certificate informative enough for you to make a decision?”. Following, the clerk 
also specified if they arrived at the judgement alone, if they asked their medical expert 
or if they got help from someone else. Lastly, if they deemed the certificate quality as 
low, they were asked to thoroughly explain following aspects: Why they arrived at 
that decision, what exactly in the certificate that was not correct and what could have 
been done to improve the quality. 
 
Each clerk was only allowed to evaluate the certificates that they were handed 
through via envelope (to avoid learning transfer about the study’s scenarios) and this 
was also reinforced by themselves by writing their full name on each judgement 
form. Please refer to Appendix C – Judgement Form for a full disclosure of said form. 
 
The Importance of Qualitative Feedback 
It is important to note that the objective of the method was purely to gain insight on 
Försäkringskassans’ way of evaluating the certificates. Thus, the intention was not to 
assess the quality of each supportive form (or medical certificate) through a statistical 
manner or measuring significance. What was the large benefit, and objective, was to 
read the qualitative feedback from the clerks in terms of what they expect. This data 
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was crucial to understand how the supportive forms further could be improved. The 
most interesting point to look after was where both the physician’s and the clerks 
needs meet. Designing for just one of the stakeholders’ needs would arguably render 
neither part satisfied. 

4.3.7 Heuristic Evaluation 

To further evaluate the design and interaction patterns of the supportive forms, a 
heuristic evaluation was executed on all four prototypes. 
 
Methodology Background 
In the 80’s, when the concept graphical user interface emerged, the need of 
evaluating the interfaces arose and paved the way for what is today acknowledged as 
heuristics [37]. This can be described as guidelines for evaluation, most often based 
on previous experience from what users tend to get wrong when using an interface. 
In combination with that, and the insight of what the users expect of a system, 
various attempts at determining design heuristics have been made. 
 
Some of the most recognized heuristics are attributed to the work of Molich and 
Nielsen who presented the Nine Usability Heuristics [34], along with the work of 
Shneiderman and The Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design [41]. While these 
heuristics have gained more traction than the majority, researcher Raisa da Silva 
executed an comprehensive study which showcased over 30 other sets of heuristics 
presented in the same domain [37]. This may well be due to the emergence of all 
possible variants of user interfaces, spanning beyond the traditional graphical one. 
But it also presents a challenge for those who attempt to do a user interface 
evaluation, since the set of heuristics needs to comply to the very specific nature of 
the interface in question. 
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Heuristics Used in the Study 
Below, the sets of heuristics previously mentioned (the Nine Usability Heuristics [34] 
and The Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design [41]) are presented in short. Details 
on each specific heuristic can be found in the original work by the respective authors. 
It should be noted that while the study used these heuristics in the evaluation of the 
prototypes, the interpretation and use of them are always partly biased. They should 
be regarded as a basis of evaluation rather than a hard checklist set in stone. 
 

# Nine Usability Heuristics The Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design 

1 Simple and natural dialogue Strive for consistency 

2 Speak the user’s language Cater to universal usability 

3 Minimize user memory load Offer informative feedback 

4 Be consistent Design dialogs to yield closure 

5 Provide feedback Prevent errors 

6 Provide clearly marked exits Permit easy reversal of actions 

7 Provide shortcuts Support internal locus of control 

8 Good error messages Reduce short-term memory load 

9 Prevent errors - 

 
Method Relevance 
Criticism of heuristics, including the one from Molich and Norman themselves [34], 
points out that while a heuristic evaluation may be both cost efficient and fast 
executed, it also holds a questionable value if performed in an arbitrary manner or 
without cross confirmation by multiple evaluators. There are also indications that it 
may unravel many usability problems, but they might not be the most crucial 
problems from the end user perspective [32]. 
 
For heuristics and evaluations to hold a valuable contribution to projects, it is 
important to adapt them to the project at hand rather than follow them as rules set 
in stone [32, 41], meaning that they should allow for interpretation and 
customization. This is important not at least to this study, since medical systems can 
require very specific aspects of the interface, especially considering how many 
different kinds of specialist physicians it addresses. 
 
The method relevance to this study regarding the heuristic evaluation was to enrich 
the data collection with the wider pictured that could potentially be missed in the 
regular usability evaluations. While the method does not by any means provide an 
isolated truth, it does contribute with a broader context and understanding over the 
prototypes. It also served as a great tool for perspective on the data generated by the 
usability evaluations, acting as a medium for exploring why certain things were so 
difficult or complex for the users to grasp in the test sessions. 
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Evaluation Process 
Each prototype was evaluated in accordance with the heuristic report that can be 
found along with the detailed results in Appendix D – Heuristic Evaluation Report. 
The prototypes were evaluated both in regard to each scenario used in the Usability 
Evaluations, but also with the stress test approach. A stress test is a form of evaluation 
where the prototype is used in an extreme way (interaction patterns) to see how 
many variants of scenarios the design has accounted for. An example of a stress test 
could be to see how the design is responding when the user fills out the form in an 
unexpected order. All remarks, notes and breach of heuristics were noted down in 
the Heuristic Report previously mentioned. 
 
Data Validation 
To validate the findings in the heuristic evaluations, a rigid validation of the data 
took place in form of a meeting with the design team at Inera responsible for the 
prototypes. This is a preferred approach in Heuristic Evaluations since the quality of 
the data increases when more than person is involved in the process, ensuring that 
potential misunderstandings or similar are not contaminating the data [32]. The 
team at Inera got briefed of the findings and provided feedback on the data to clarify 
and respond to uncertainties. This ensured a common working ground and a 
sounder data collection.  
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4.4 Data Analysis Phase 
Since the study generated a large amount of data from six different data collection 
sources, it was crucial to structure the analysis properly without losing the sense of 
context. Thus, a thematic content analysis was chosen. 
 
Method Relevance 
Using a thematic content analysis approach to analyze data within Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) research is a common approach since it is serves as an 
efficient method to quickly grasp both what users do and how they reason (and thus 
forming a context) [24, 29, 32]. Analyzing it through a more quantitative manner 
would mean trying to quantify human beings’ intentions and find reasonable 
explanations through numbers. Quantitative research within HCI is not uncommon, 
but arguably not a standard approach when looking to how both users, systems and 
organizational factors are in interplay [32]. 
 
Preparation of Data 
In order to define patterns and themes in the data, all of it first had to be converted 
to text. This was done by transcribing the audio recordings from every interview and 
test session, and also by interpreting the screen recordings to what was named Test 
Reports. With every data collection converted into text, practical information 
surrounding each data point (such as participant experience and alike) was coded 
along each entry for contextual help. 
 
Triangulation Approach 
To both verify and put data in perspective, one can utilize the approach of 
triangulation. By combining multiple methods of data sourcing, this can empower 
the overall process of analysis [32, 40]. That is why the study included multiple 
sources of data: stakeholder interviews, usability evaluations, post-evaluation 
interviews, a workshop, expert reviews and a Heuristic Evaluation. This empowered 
the work of analysis since there was a rich amount of data not necessarily contained 
in “silos”. 
 
Analysis Procedure 
As the purpose of the selected method is to find patterns and themes [40], the 
analysis consisted of a coding procedure where multiple occurrences of data was 
marked in the initial phase.  A data sheet was created and divided into the different 
data collections, then the second phase consisted of ruling out which duplicates of 
data were relevant to the study or just the results of secondary events. For example, 
data entries showing that multiple participants were right- or left-handed was not 
considered relevant and was, thus, ruled out.  
 
When the sorting phase was done, the data left was compared in terms of how strong 
bonds they had and if they occurred throughout a reasonable amount of participants. 
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Throughout this process, multiple themes emerged into a new data sheet. Themes 
that stood out were validated against previous research to justify potential outliers, 
and the remaining themes are the ones presented in the Results section of the study. 
 
Data Processing Scheme 
Below, a scheme depicting the data sourcing and analysis for the study is presented. 
The timeline can be seen as the descending order of the table items, meaning that the 
project started at the top and ended at the bottom. 
 

Phase Step Method/Action 

Data Collection 1. Sourcing 3 Stakeholder Interviews 

12 Usability 
Evaluations 

12 Post-Evaluation 
Interviews 

1 Workshop 

Expert Review of 36 medical certificates generated 
from the Usability Evaluation test sessions 

Heuristic Evaluation of 4 prototypes 

Data Analysis 2. Quality 
Check 

All data was transcribed/interpreted to text and 
then evaluated to determine missing or invalid 
entries. All data passed this step without remarks. 

3. Domain 
Knowledge 

A first review of all data entries was made to 
determine of additional domain knowledge 
needed to be obtained before analyzing it 

4. Overview Initiating the analysis, a brief overview of all 
available data was made to map out the context 

5. Initial 
Themes 

The first phase of the thematic content analysis 
was made, mapping out possible themes 

6. Review of 
Themes 

Secondly, the themes were reviewed in terms of 
relevance and frequency of occurrence 

7. Relationship 
Mapping 

The themes were scrutinized to see emerging 
patterns and relationships in between them 

8. Final Themes At this step, both themes and relationships were in 
place. Potential outliers were validated against the 
original data and previous research. 
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4.5 Discussion of Method 
The design of the study consists of several parts and brings several points of 
discussion. In this section, the aim is to answer some of the concerns that might be 
occur when scrutinizing the methodology. 

4.5.1 Complexity of Multiple Data Sources 

It might be concerning that the study consists of a large number of data collection 
methods. The reason for constructing the study with such a large amount of data 
sources lies within what the study tries to answer, since the purpose is to evaluate 
supportive forms in a complex project where the stakeholders are awaiting initial 
data to make the next move. To make a sound and informed decision on how to 
continue the development of prototypes, it was important to ensure that both the 
users and the various stakeholders concerns were taken into consideration. The 
complexity of the method is what enriched the analysis and made sure that the results 
were both broad and deep enough to act on. 

4.5.2 Amount of Test Sessions and Reviewed Certificates 

Usability Evaluations 
The Latin square distribution in the Usability Evaluations resulted in that each 
prototype got evaluated six times, and thus total amount of reviewed certificates was 
36. Regarding if it is enough to usability test each prototype six times, the proper 
amount of evaluations ranges anywhere between five and twelve according to 
current research [32]. While more can be better, there also had to be a reasonable 
investment in the study balanced with the resources of time and economy. Important 
to note that is that the data started to become saturated already half way in the 
process of the twelve usability evaluations. Thus, there is no reason to believe that 
any crucial data was left out that would have drastically effected the outcome of the 
study. Also, it is crucial to remember that this was just one of many evaluations in 
an iterative process. 
 
Expert Review 
Regarding if it was enough to let Försäkringskassan do an expert review of 36 medical 
certificates, the concern is reasonable. It is true that the study could have provided a 
more solid power with a larger number of evaluated certificates, but a number of 
countermeasures were taken to mitigate this problem. In the review form 
Försäkringskassan used, it was not just a question of whether the certificate held an 
acceptable quality or not, but also under what circumstances and why they judged it 
as so. Compared to previous studies (e.g., from Försäkringskassan themselves), this 
study made the clerks as two additional questions: “How did you arrive at your 
decision?” and “What exactly in the certificate what lacking and what would have 
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been prevented it from a completion request?”. These are two important qualitative 
questions that previous quantitative studies have not explored. Thus, it is argued that 
the rich level of data for each assessment still brings enough value to the study to be 
relevant as a part of the final results. Especially since this is not a quantitative 
assessment, but rather a study of how the process can be refined and improved. 
 
An Ecosystem of Data 
Lastly, one has to remember that the two previous mentioned data sources were 
complemented by four additional ones. Since this is by no means a quantitative 
study, the importance was placed on a wide understanding of the ecosystem of the 
project. This means to understand all parts: both stakeholders, users, the system and 
the generated certificates. Isolated, each data collection is indeed rather small. But 
together and put in perspective, a larger context is achieved where the data stops 
being isolated and instead forms patterns and relationships. This was essential for 
the study, seeing how the majority of conclusions would not have been possible to 
arrive at by just looking at each data collection alone. Utilizing multiple data sources 
not only enhanced the analysis, but also helped validate each data collection against 
each other in the previously mentioned triangulation approach. 

4.5.3 Involvement of Stakeholders 

One of the heaviest key decisions of the method design was which stakeholders to 
include and to which extent. Resulting, the ones included were the project group key 
individuals and the users. Försäkringskassan was a stakeholder that got included as 
expert reviewers, but no interviews or follow up discussions with them were 
executed. 
 
Parallel Projects 
There is absolutely a possibility that the study would have benefited substantially of 
including Försäkringskassan to a larger extent than what the final method describes. 
While it would indeed have been beneficial to include them, the reasons not to are 
multiple. One of many was that Försäkringskassan released a statement just before 
the beginning of the study that they will initiate a project to further evaluate their 
completion requests of medical certificates. This means that there, soon, there should 
be a project report regarding just that, meaning that their involvement in this could 
have been cumbersome and somewhat overlapping. Their project goals 
corresponded somewhat similarly to what would have been expected of them if they 
would have been involved in this study to a larger extent. 
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Limited Resources 
Another reason, stemming from the first one, is that their resources are extremely 
limited. Försäkringskassan are experiencing a heavy workload in this being, meaning 
that it is questionable whether it even would have been possible to involve them more 
than to the current extent of the study. This is also the reason behind the limited 
amount of certificates they evaluated in the expert review, since they originally were 
asked to evaluate over 100 certificates but hesitated to participate due to the large 
workload that would require. 
 
Future Involvement 
The involvement of Försäkringskassan was still valuable and essential for enabling 
this study. While it was limited to an expert review, this was essential to gain 
perspective from one of the key stakeholders. In follow up studies to this one, a 
deeper integration with Försäkringskassan should be even more beneficial.   
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5 Results and Discussion 

This section provides an overview of results and discussion of the findings from the 
analysis-phase. Below, an overview of the objectives is presented with a brief 
description of how the results are connected with them. Major themes are 
highlighted by the word “Theme” in relevant headings. 
 

Research Objective Results Section 

Map out the key stakeholders’ 
perspective on the project. 
 

Section 5.1 Stakeholder Interviews 
Here, the expectations and preconceptions from 
the stakeholders are discussed. This includes 
their perspective on the overall project vision, 
Försäkringskassan and the physicians (as end-
users). 
 

Evaluate: How do the users 
experience the form-filling 
supportive tools? 
 

5.3 Post-Evaluation Interviews 
In this chapter, the user feedback is discussed. 
This regard both their view of the different 
supportive forms, but also their perspective on 
the issuing process on a political system-level. 
This is complemented by the discussion in 
section 5.4 Workshop Findings. 
 

Evaluate: Do the supportive tools 
affect the quality of filled out forms? 
 

5.2.4 Expert Review Results 
Since the reviewed certificates were generated 
during the usability test, the results are discussed 
under the main section 5.2 Usability 
Evaluations. The results includes a discussion 
regarding which supportive forms had the 
strongest impact on certificate quality. 
 

Based on the evaluation, propose 
design improvements to the future 
development of the final supportive 
tools. 

5.6 Proposed Design Improvements and Future 
Work 
Lastly, the design patterns of the supportive 
forms are discussed with subsequent proposals 
for improvement. This concerns both the visual 
and interactive aspect, backed up by the findings 
and discussion presented in 5.2 Usability 
Evaluations and 5.5 Heuristic Evaluation. 
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5.1 Stakeholder Interviews 
To understand on what foundations the project is built upon, stakeholder interviews 
were held with a representative from each organization involved in the project that 
had tight ties to the project. In this section a brief overview of the results is provided, 
divided into three different parts. The first part concerns the Project Vision, this to 
understand what stakes are brought into the project. Secondly, a part is provided 
where the stakeholders’ conception of Försäkringskassan describes how they view 
this external stakeholder and what implications that has on the project. Lastly, a part 
picturing the stakeholders’ conception of the End Users (physicians) is presented. 

5.1.1 Project Vision 

Even though each stakeholder represents vastly different organizations, all tend to 
agree that the overall project goal of the study is to support physicians to write high 
quality medical certificates. This by understanding the struggle in every day work 
tasks regarding the certificates and how the interface can be improved. 
 
All stakeholders withhold strongly how the project can help not only the physicians, 
but also their own organizations to improve their work of overall quality 
improvement. They agree to that the project goal itself is achieved when there are 
distinct insights on how to improve the process for the end users. Some of them will 
also do further evaluations (such as randomized samplings) to ensure a long-lasting 
quality effect. 
 

“This project is important for the physicians since we have read studies that shown 
that the issuing process is a work environment problem for them.” 

 
The perception of potential pitfalls surrounding the project differs from each 
stakeholder, ranging from seeing how the study is relatively small and has a limited 
time frame, to how other involved parts of the project may not take potential 
negative results well. What is seen is positive and as an opportunity with the project 
is that it can help highlighting what needs further improvement in the long-term 
work and that a solid study could prove for the organizations how important 
scientific methods are for this type of project. 

5.1.2 Conceptions of Försäkringskassan 

All stakeholders describe the relationship between the health care system and 
Försäkringskassan as “very tense”. The main culprit for this, all agree to, is that the 
workload on both parts is heavy and they may not have the right prerequisites to 
achieve the process goal. 
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“Försäkringskassan need to understand that some diagnoses are not just black and 
white. They are demanding an objective diagnosis process of something that is highly 

complex and individual.” 
 
As often told in the interviews, clerks at Försäkringskassan are not within the medical 
profession, thus lacking the ability to communicate with and understand the 
physicians. It is also questioned by the stakeholders if Försäkringskassan demands 
relevant information, and on what ground those are based upon. For example, one 
stakeholder questions how Försäkringskassan “can demand an objective evaluation 
of a depressed patient”. 

5.1.3 Conceptions of Physicians as End Users 

Asked why they think physicians are having problems with getting their issued 
certificates approved, all stakeholders agree that the medical profession is not about 
judging a patient’s ability to work. The contrast is that Försäkringskassan demands 
this evaluation, since they are requesting a clear link between bodily function and 
the limitation of work ability. 
 
All stakeholders say that there is essentially nothing the physicians’ can do to 
improve something on their end, especially since they are fundamentally lacking said 
education about work therapy. The majority of stakeholders said that the only 
relevant profession that can accurately determine a patient’s ability to work is a work 
therapist. 
 
“Physicians are educated within the medical domain, they are not work therapists.” 

 
Viewing the physicians as end users, all agree to that the final form needs to save 
both time and provide mitigation of cognitive workload. “It has to be a system that 
makes the process both fast and accurate for the end user”. 
 
Finally, everyone withheld how important it is with that the usability in order to gain 
acceptance and adoption from intended user base. Words that frequently was used 
to describe good usability was “simplicity”, “intuitiveness” and “clarity”. 

5.1.4 Conclusions – Stakeholder Interviews 

All stakeholders present a strong argument for how the physicians need more 
support and time saving resources that still lets them issue high quality certificates, 
which is something that is reflected in both their project vision and the description 
of an ideal end product. 
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What is interesting is how all of them seem to see a clear connection between end 
user benefits and their own organizational goals. Everyone also shares the vision of 
a system that is user friendly and how that itself also could potentially increase the 
quality of issued certificates. The concept of organizational benefits and the link to 
user friendly (and relevant) systems is something that is often discussed within the 
field User Experience and Usability [11, 25]. What is somewhat concerning is that 
none of the stakeholders had a clearly defined vision of what the end user needs, in 
a more complex sense that just “faster” or “intuitive”. Badly defined metrics can hurt 
both the project and the end users [12, 27]. 
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5.2 Usability Evaluations 
Here, the main results and themes from the Usability Evaluations are presented.  
For a full overview of all mapped out themes regarding this section, please refer to 
Appendix E – Usability Evaluation and Post-Evaluation Interview Themes. 

5.2.1 Theme: Positive Learning Curve 

Usability-wise, all evaluated prototypes were quickly picked up and used by the 
participant. Usually, systems for high-skilled users can be somewhat complex and 
require a longer learning period before efficient use [11, 36], but no participant 
seemed to struggle to understand neither the technical functionality or designated 
purpose of most of the prototypes. 
 
The main culprit is the supportive form SRS, which several participants felt was 
somewhat awkward. They were not sure how to utilize it and wondered if they 
“missed something”. Several participants asked “what am I supposed to do with it?” 
and judging by the interaction pattern, the navigation and layout of the prototype 
seemed scattered and unstructured. On the upside, almost all participants 
appreciated the idea of SRS and said that they liked the graphical visualization in the 
“Statistics” tab. 
 
Overall, the usability was no concern. What to considerate is how to communicate 
the purpose of each supportive functionality, otherwise the users will quickly 
abandon it if no perceived user benefit is apparent [14, 28]. 

5.2.2 Theme: The Problem with Affordance 

One of the most concerning issues is how the majority of users did not know how to 
use the fields for ICD-code and ICD-name. Many confused the placeholder field text 
“ICD-code” as a heading for the field to the right, meaning that they mixed up the 
intended content. Users putting the ICD-code in the ICD-name field was not an 
uncommon pattern. 
 
This is a classic example of where the affordance needs to be improved. Things 
needed to communicate visually what they are what can actions can be taken [52]. 
Now many users confuse a whole text field with a heading, which is means the 
affordance of both headings and text fields and placeholder texts needs to be 
overlooked. Assigning each element in the user interface a clear identity and function 
is crucial [41, 52], otherwise the user experience will remain unintuitive and 
counterproductive [23, 31]. 
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This goes well in hand with how the visual apparatus works, where the principle of 
visual similarity is directly affecting how we assign meaning to all elements [52]. In 
the case of the text field placeholder and headings, the properties of form and colors 
are probably to similar. This can cause confusion about each elements role and the 
element “identity” will spill over as a halo effect [31]. 

5.2.3 Theme: Bigger and Brighter 

A vast majority of the participants complained distinctively about how the interface 
felt small and hardly legible. Some of them had to pick up glasses from their 
backpacks and others had to use the browsers functionality of zooming in on the web 
page. 
 

“I had no idea which fields were mandatory or not, since I could  
barely read the text.” 

 
The text being too small is not a problem that craves further analysis and should, 
arguably, be a relatively easy to solve. What is more concerning is the lack of contrast, 
where both the background (boxes) and foreground (text) is different shades of gray. 
Since the scale of white - gray - black is just a relative position utilizing the same 
combination of color channels in the visual interpretation apparatus [52]. This 
means that the contrast is highly likely to be bad if not carefully tended to. 
 
The overall advise here is to increase element size (mainly text) and the contrast ratio 
between foreground and background. 

5.2.4 Expert Review Results 

Here, a brief summary of the Expert Review results are presented. For a full 
disclosure, please refer to Appendix G – Expert Review Report. 
 
The Culprit: Limitation of Activity 
Just as all previous reports states (see section 2.2 Medical Certificates and 
Försäkringskassan), the single most difficult field for the physicians to fill out is the 
Limitation of Activity (and Limitation of Functioning). This is a common theme, 
and the recurring critique is that the physicians are not clearly enough describing the 
Limitation of Activity in relation to the patient’s work tasks. 
 
Theme: FMB is Bridging the Gap 
While there is no way to statistically declare the quality from each supportive form, 
there is one that stands out: FMB. While other forms ranged between 3 and 5 out of 
6, FMB only got one completion request. 
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This goes well in hand with what the participants state in their interviews (see next 
chapter for more details), that FMB is the favored supportive form since it clearly 
states what Försäkringskassan is expecting of them. There is reason to believe that 
FMB bridges the gap between Försäkringskassan and the physicians, since that is the 
only platform they both use. 
 
Seeing to the least helpful supportive form, ICF certificates got a completion request 
5 out 6 times, meaning that almost none of them passed. Analyzing 
Försäkringskassans’ comments, it clearly shows that essential information is lacking. 
The checkboxes of each symptom or Limitation of Activity isn’t enough, since ICF 
does not provide a concrete way to relate the limitations to the patient’s work tasks. 

5.2.5 Conclusions – Usability Evaluations 

No Critical Usability Issues 
The practical implications of the new design mainly lacks in terms of accessibility 
(small text and bad contrast) and poor affordance. There are no indications of 
catastrophic usability issues when analyzing the evaluation performance, but the 
affordance should still be severe enough to fix before launching.   
 
Quality Depends 
The overall quality is heavily affected by the information regarding the form fields 
“Limitation of Function” and “Limitation of Activity”. Certificate quality seems to 
reflect which supportive form provides the best resources for those said fields.  
 
ICF had checkboxes, meaning that the users mainly clicked to select different aspects, 
without additional writing, meaning that Försäkringskassan got no clear picture of 
how the different information bits are connected. FMB, on the other hand, forced 
the physicians to write themselves and using the same medical reference as 
Försäkringskassan, showing clearly how the quality improved compared to ICF. 
Time saving features are maybe preferred by the users, but not a guarantee for higher 
quality. 
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5.3 Post-Evaluation Interviews 
The participants were probed both regarding the usability evaluation sessions, but 
also regarding the issuing process more generally. Here, the results and relating 
themes are presented. For a full disclosure of all themes, please refer to Appendix E 
– Usability Evaluation and Post-Evaluation Interview Themes. In said appendix, 
quotes and alike is also available accompanying each theme for better context. 

5.3.1 Theme: The User Investment is Too High 

The supportive form that received both the most praise and critique was ICF. 
Participants highly appreciated the simplicity of ticking checkboxes for the 
corresponding aspects with the patient. But out of 12 participants, all objected (to 
various degrees) when they had to grade each list item and add an additional 
comment. Participants went as far as removing important list items from the patient 
or just copy/pasting comments in order to save time. Many said that they simply 
would use the regular free text field instead of that part of ICF. 
 

“There is no way ever that me or any of my colleagues will use that if we have to sit 
and grade and comment all of our findings.” 

 
What is showcased is what is usually named as user investment. This is a term in 
User Experience theory where the user effort is calculated against the anticipated 
reward [20, 28]. As discussed above, the users did not deem it worthy to invest in 
grading and commenting all list items because they did not find it purposeful 
compared to how much time it would take them. One can also analyze in the 
opposite direction, looking at how much the participants expressed their affection to 
ticking the check boxes. This is a reward to an invisible, underlying, investment: 
writing. Compared to writing all items as usual, ticking the check boxes is an 
investment they gladly would like to do. 
 

“I don’t have time to write essays in every certificate.” 
 
ICF was amongst the most popular supportive forms but received massive critique 
regarding just how much time it would take with the grading and commenting. 
Furthermore, none of the participants saw an explicit point of grading and 
commenting each list item. “If it is in the certificate, it is obvious and severe enough”, 
as one participant said. 
 
What can be learned here is that when it comes to user experience, one must be 
careful when making a trade with the user. Demanding too high of an investment 
without rewarding the user will most likely not be a viable way [11]. 
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5.3.2 Theme: Minor Automation – Major Satisfaction 

It could be assumed that the more automated a task can get, the more satisfied the 
user would be. This is necessarily not the case. The supportive form that was 
significantly faster compared to the others was SBI, but this was also the form that 
got rated at the bottom in both the interviews and in the workshop session. 
 
A Source of Abuse? 
The form itself was appreciated in terms of time saving features and that it helped 
the physician spend more time with the patient instead. What was critiqued, and 
stirred a big worry, was that the template text would be abused and that some 
participants felt it was “not quite right”.  
 
As one participant stated: “I fear that people will just abuse it and not take the 
responsibility to edit the text according to the individual patient”. Other also 
questioned what the point was from the beginning: if they could just press a button 
and get template text that would be deemed as high quality by Försäkringskassan, 
why are they not allowed to just simply press a button that says “This patient needs 
a sick leave for this many weeks”? 
 
User Experience and Identity 
In User Experience theory, the question spans over much more than just ISO-
standards, time saving and general usability. It is also about the user’s identity. Who 
she is, what she feels and what the context of the use is [11]. It is possible that the 
template provides a solution that is too easy and too fast. The participants ability to 
solving a problem is reduced in a too far extent, and there will also be a fear of abuse 
of the system that would affect the patient in the end. The psychology and identify 
of oneself and the professional role plays a big part of the user experience [11, 28] 
and can by all means be reason to question the nature of SBI as to how it is 
constructed currently. 
 
Minor Automation 
On the contrary, all users showed a high appreciation of minor automated tasks. 
These were things like automated dates and numeral calculation of sick days. This 
seems to user tasks that is deemed to administrative and too loosely connected with 
the professional role that it would infringe on the self-identity. This can also be 
related to the theory of Active Vision [52], where the visual interaction design can 
help ease the burden of mundane tasks the user would otherwise has to carry out in 
the head (such as calculating and remembering the number of days of sick leave). 
 

“I like to save time, but I’m not willing to risk the  
individual assessment of the patient” 
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5.3.3 Theme: Mixing it Right: Empowering and Time Saving 

Discussing the issue of automation, time saving and user identity, the distinct 
favorite prototype was FMB. The absolute majority of participants expressed positive 
endorsements about it and hardly anyone gave any critique. 
 
One reason could be that the tool bridged a small user problem that saved a lot of 
time without infringing on the user role, thus empowering instead of competing with 
the user. FMB is a resource database that the user, as of today, has to open up in a 
new browser tab and do a manual search in. When the right page is found, they have 
to read through a heavy set of text before finding what is relevant. This prototype 
automated that whole process and chunked up the text to each form field instead.  
 
Analyzing this, the functionality itself did not bring anything new to the table. It is 
the same information and mostly same procedure as before, but with the difference 
that the user gets relevant information in a faster manner. This could be considered 
as an empowering feature: letting the user still be in charge and simultaneously save 
time. It does not challenge the intellectual work of the user at all, as one could argue 
that SBI does. 

5.3.4 Theme: A Troubled Relationship 

One of the major issues in the whole process of medical certificates is the relationship 
between the physicians and Försäkringskassan. 
 
Micromanaging and Questioned Authority 
When the participants speak about the process, and Försäkringskassan in particular, 
they express feelings of being micromanaged and constantly question in regards of 
their authority as medical experts. Whenever they evaluate a prototype, the 
discussion usually is grounded on the premise of “whether Försäkringskassan would 
accept that we use this or not”. The majority says that it feels like the medical 
certificate, that should be for the sake of the patient, is all about making 
Försäkringskassan happy. 
 

“We often exaggerate to please Försäkringskassan and, thus, the patient” 
 

“I often feel like we have to prove to Försäkringskassan  
that we know what we are doing” 

 
Many of the participants describe how they regularly exaggerate the data in the forms 
just to make sure that Försäkringskassan cannot reject it. One physician does it to 
such a degree that they feel bad about the patients reading the document “and maybe 
not even recognize themselves”. Everyone says how they feel like they need to prove 
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that they know what they’re doing and how awkward it feels, considering that the 
clerks at Försäkringskassan are not medically trained to any degree at all. 
 
A Tug of War 
The process of medical certificates is mostly described as a constant battle where 
Försäkringskassan questions the physician’s judgement and the physicians question 
in what the clerks at Försäkringskassan really are to make a judgement themselves at 
all. A majority of participants strongly withholds that to get your certificate 
approved, it is not about quality, but rather about finding a good strategy.  
 

“I have to exaggerate and manipulate the data in the medical  
certificate a bit to make sure Försäkringskassan is not sending a completion request.  

I feel guilty for the patient; they read the certificate too and probably feel  
like I’m not even talking about them anymore.” 

 
The coping strategies are vastly different depending on each physician. Some of them 
have Excel/Word documents with saved phrases they know will pass 
Försäkringskassans’ evaluation, others have a boss that have made templates shared 
with whole unit. One physician just changes a random word with a synonym and 
gets the certificates approved. Another one has ordered their medical secretary to 
print out the completion requests on a paper and send it along with a handwritten 
note saying “CLARIFY!” back to Försäkringskassan by mail. The physician said that 
printing out the completion request and sending it to Försäkringskassan along with 
a note is an attempt to grab their attention. 

5.3.5 Theme: The Undemocratic Text Field 

A conversation piece brought up my multiple physicians is how they find the core of 
the current certificate undemocratic. The reasons vary slightly, but they agree that 
the text-based input is hurting both the physicians and the patients. As to why they 
think it is undemocratic, one physicians stated the following: 
 

“Who do you think gets the most completion requests? A minority suburban 
community practice or a similar one but in an uptown area? I can tell you, they are 
just as good physicians in the poor and segregated communities, but they get a lot 

more completion requests!”  
 
The Poet or The Dyslectic? 
As some physicians laid it out, patients should not have to worry about the 
communication skills their doctor has regarding if they will get their sick leave 
approved or not. Multiple physicians state how “troubling it is that physician who is 
gifted with the skill of writing will serve their patients better than someone who has 
difficulties with writing”. One physician has dyslexia and said that they are extremely 
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stressed about the situation of writing and how much the writing style affects the 
outcome of Försäkringskassans’ judgement. Some interviewees describe it as a 
Russian roulette game for the patients: will their doctor by The Poet or The 
Dyslectic? 
 
Minorities and Rule of Law 
A vast majority of the participants brings up how deeply troubling they find that the 
language barrier affects both the patient and the physician. Many brought up 
suburban minority areas and how non-native patients can have vast difficulties 
describing their symptoms and issues in an efficient way. Combining this with 
physicians that may neither have Swedish as their native language, many stated that 
is in an unacceptable subtle discrimination against both the patient and the 
professional. One physician said that they had worked in both “privileged” and 
“underprivileged” cities, and that the aforementioned one could just write a few 
words in the certificate and still get it approved. 

5.3.6 Theme: Patients and Physicians United 

An interesting approach some physicians had was that they never write a certificate 
without the patient present. Some of them stated that they certificated would never 
be good enough if not the patient herself could be there and give feedback on what 
was typed. One physician always prints out a draft of the certificate to the patient 
and lets them approve before signing it off. 
 
Some also suggested that they would like patients to fill our surveys and 
questionnaires in the waiting room before the appointment. This way, they could 
have the results as a ground for discussion with the patient and also get the data 
directly imported into the certificate form. Many stated that it is hard sometimes to 
get the patient to clearly describe what they do for work and how their condition 
hinders them from performing it. Some of them said that this type of pre-survey 
maybe would be a part of a solution to that problem. 

5.3.7 Conclusions – Post-Evaluation Interviews 

With a broad spread of results from the interviews, multiple takeaways should be 
noted regarding the physicians’ standpoint on the supportive forms and the general 
process of medical certificates. Below, two key highlights are brought up. 
 
A Bug in the System 
The majority of respondents seemed deeply troubled with both the relationship with 
(and role of) Försäkringskassan and the whole issuing process of medical certificates. 
Many noted that they are not educated in assessing patients’ ability to work; what 
they know is medicine. This is extremely important to take into account when 
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making further iterations of the medical certificate form and the supportive 
functionalities. There is a fragile trust issue to both the receiver of the form data and 
to the context in which it all takes part. 
 
Time for Individuals 
Time is important for physicians, but never at the cost of the individual patient. 
Thus, the supportive functionality should empower the physician and the assessment 
process, instead of taking over and potentially challenging the intellectual workload. 
This could also open up new doors to a more involved patient process, such as 
integrated data through pre-surveys via iPads in the waiting room. 
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5.4 Workshop Findings 
A workshop was held to further gather insight from the study’s participants, in 
regard to both how they think of the supportive forms and how they resonate about 
the medical certification process in general. Following, the main results from the 
workshop is presented. For a detailed overview of the results, please refer to 
Appendix F – Workshop Findings. 

5.4.1 Theme: Faster is (sometimes) Better 

The participants express clearly in all exercises and discussions that they care about 
the patient while they feel that they are mostly filling out the medical certificates for 
the sake of Försäkringskassan. Still, a negative end result will hurt the patient the 
most out of all three stakeholders (Physician, Försäkringskassan and the Patient). 
 
Thus, the physicians value a supportive form that allow them to produce a high-
quality certificate fast and efficiently. In all exercises, FMB gets the highest grade in 
regard to almost everything. This is can sound strange, seeing how it is not the fastest 
supportive form to use practically. The fastest one, the study shows, is SBI. 
 
A plausible reason for this emerged, and it showcased that the physicians want to 
issue the certificate fast themselves. SBI got a higher rating in both estimated speed 
(in the questionnaire) and practically in the previous tests, but the physicians also 
express a concern for it to be somewhat unserious and not particularly helpful. 
Seeing to the questionnaire, SBI is ranked lowest in both how likely it is to solve a 
problem they experience today and how probable it is that it will help them raise the 
quality of issued certificates. 
 
In the visual mapping exercise, functionality that lets them copy relevant 
information directly from FMB to a specific form field was highly popular, amongst 
other functionalities that eased the burden of things they already knew they could do 
(but with help, in a faster manner). 
 
Just as Eva Olsson concluded in her work about designing for skilled users [36], the 
main objective is to ease the cognitive burden. Helping the physicians to fill out the 
form fast themselves, not doing it for them, seems to be the most appreciated 
manner. 
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5.4.2 Theme: Intellectual Stimulation over Automation 

While physicians in the study appreciate logic validation in the form (such ensuring 
correct formatting of dates, numbers, text length and alike), no one in the workshop 
expressed positive feedback regarding intelligent validation. 
 
Intelligent validation could, for example, be checking filled out text against statistics 
about what kind of sentences mostly gets approved by Försäkringskassan. This 
somewhat futuristic functionality got the response “it feels a bit condescending” and 
“we should be able to manage our work without that level of validation”. 
 
This showcase an importance of paying respect to the profession of the user, 
balancing between offering an intellectual stimulation and a cognitive burden. As an 
example, fast-applying relevant text from FMB into a field that the physician herself 
deem relevant allows her to take an intellectual decision on her own. Auto validating 
her text against a control mechanism, she has no power over is taking that intellectual 
power away, meaning not only removing the cognitive burden, but also eliminating 
what can be considered as an intellectual stimulation. 
 
This is something that was heavily reflected in the beginning of the workshop when 
the participants answered what they would have worked with if not within the 
medical profession. All of them wanted to work within another challenging 
profession (two out of four wanted to be a psychologist), and one participant even 
said “I switched to the medical profession to get more intellectual stimulation”. This 
part of the user experience, concerning the user’s identity and self-environment, is 
extremely important to regard when designing and should not be neglected [11]. 

5.4.3 Conclusions - Workshop 

The workshop confirmed what the previous interviews hinted: controlled efficiency 
is the best. If the form is too overly-automated, the user feels out of control and even 
sometimes unprofessional. A form that removes cognitive burden without taking 
away the feeling of control allows the user to feel on par with her professional level. 
The supportive functionality should empower the user (for example, quicker access 
to FMB) without interfering too much (for example, SBI). 
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5.5 Heuristic Evaluation 
A heuristic evaluation was made on all four prototypes. In this section, the results 
are presented in order of problem severity, ranging from “1. Cosmetic” to “4. 
Catastrophe”. While the section provides summarized version of the results, the full 
report can be found in Appendix D – Heuristic Evaluation Report. Due to the high 
number of findings, only a brief collection is presented and analyzed here. 

5.5.1 Severity: Cosmetic Issues 

In total, six cosmetic issues were identified and noted in the heuristic evaluation 
report. Here, a brief summary of the findings is presented, divided into sections of 
each form. Forms that had no cosmetic issues are not presented. 
 
Blank Form (The Form in General) 
In fields where one can put in dates, there is a power user function of automatically 
calculating sick leave days. For example, the input “2v” will calculate the date for two 
weeks from today’s date. The issue here is that the power feature is sensitive to 
alternate input. For example, it does not accept “2 veckor” or “2 v” with spaces. While 
it can seem trivial, it is important to remember that allowance for slight user 
interaction variation is considered good interaction design since all users are not the 
same [23]. Also, these types of shortcuts are important to power users and it is 
recommended that multiple ways of input styles is allowed [34]. 
 
The second problem is visual, where elements that belong together are put too far 
apart. This creates the problem of visual proximity [52] and violates the logic of that 
users tend to think that elements belong together if they are closely grouped (and the 
opposite way around) [38, 52]. It also has practical implications, causing cognitive 
strain having to map out which things belonging to what when they are too far apart. 
 
FMB Functionality 
In FMB, buttons are used to show information relevant to each form field. Currently, 
some fields do not have any FMB information, but a button is still present next to 
them. When pressing the button, it says that “No information is currently available 
for this main diagnosis”, meaning that the user wasted a click without gaining 
anything. There are no visual differences between buttons containing information 
or not, meaning that the visual representation of the affordance and user reward [11, 
52] is lacking. In user friendly interface design, the user should know on beforehand 
what will happen when executing actions [6], meaning that a potential solution could 
be to change the appearance on buttons that contain no information (or just 
removing them completely). 
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ICF Functionality 
Generally, cosmetic issues in ICF consisted of elements being too far apart from each 
other. As described previously, this can cause unnecessary cognitive strain [52] 
mapping the right element to the appropriate action. 

5.5.2 Severity: Minor Issues 

In total, 14 minor issues were identified and noted in the heuristic evaluation report. 
Here, a brief summary of the findings is presented, divided into sections of each 
form. Forms that had no minor issues are not presented. 
 
Blank Form (The Form in General) 
The general design of the form is adequate but sometimes lacks visual consistency 
and a stringent interaction pattern. For example, the visual contrast for some 
important elements is too low and can cause further usability problems [31, 52] and 
many elements are too small. 
 
One key problem is how the ICD-code field and the corresponding placeholder text 
can be interpreted as a heading for the field next to the right of it (ICD-name). If a 
user confusion would appear here, worst case scenario would be that the user puts 
in an unofficial name of the diagnosis and submits the form. 
 
FMB Functionality 
The main issues with FMB is the visual representation of what actions can be taken. 
For example, the box does not indicate if the content is scrollable or not, and the 
FMB buttons themselves are somewhat anonymous and placed too far from the 
adjoining text fields they belong to. These issues can best be described as affordance 
problems [52] and invalid visual representation of proximity and function [41]. 
 
SRS Functionality 
The SRS buttons are designed the same way as the FMB ones and suffers from similar 
visual problems. 
 
ICF Functionality 
The main minor issue with ICF is that there are a number of interaction paths for 
the user to take when filling out the ICF box. There is one button for adding the 
selected items to the form, one button for clearing all selected items and one button 
from closing the box without adding the selected items. While it may not 
automatically be a bad pattern, it still remains somewhat unclear why the user would 
close the selection box temporarily. It is also not visually represented, when closing 
the box with selected items, if one has pending items to add or not. This is both a 
problem with a visual representation of interface state [11] and with how the use case 
scenario is laid out [20]. 
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5.5.3 Severity: Major Issues 

In total, two major issues were identified and noted in the heuristic evaluation report. 
Here, a brief summary of the findings is presented, divided into sections of each 
form. Forms that had no major issues are not presented. 
 
Blank Form (The Form in General) 
When filling out the diagnosis, the user can do this by filling out the ICD-code or 
ICD-name. While doing this, an auto-complete features kicks in and provides a way 
to shorten the overall interaction time in the described task. The problem is that it is 
not communicated to the user that they can click (or press enter) on an auto-
complete item to shorten the process. It is also possible to just enter a name of a 
diagnosis (an unofficial one, or any text the user wants for that matter). If it is not 
done exactly as the official diagnosis name is written, there is no validation error 
warning the user.  
 
This is a major issue for a number of reasons. First off, neither the patient, the user 
or Försäkringskassan would benefit from unofficial naming of a diagnosis since 
Försäkringskassan will judge it according to the official reference any way. Secondly, 
the supportive forms would not work since they are mapped against the database of 
the official names of diagnoses. An inconsistent interaction pattern like this should 
be addressed as early as possible [11, 27]. 
 
SRS Functionality 
Overall, the functionality of calculation the patient’s risk of long term sick leave is 
not communicated clearly in the design of SRS. The user is presented with a long list 
of options without any instructions on how to use the tool and interpreting the 
results. It is important in interaction and interface design that the purpose of 
functionality is clearly communicated and aligned with the user’s previous 
knowledge and expectations [6, 17]. 
 
 Furthermore, the results of the calculation (level of risk) is presented with just a text 
“low risk” and a thermometer. The thermometer liquid is always red and is in the 
bottom of the thermometer if the risk is deemed low. The use of a thermometer to 
represent risk is not necessarily a user-friendly design choice, since a thermometer 
(and high/low values of it) does not hold a standard way of interpretation. Also, 
always using a red color no matter the level of risk contradicts is not supporting the 
data visualization. Preferably, it should be considered to use a more conventional 
way to represent data and risk assessment that corresponds with the user’s mental 
model [52]. 
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5.5.4 Severity: Catastrophic Issues 

One issue deemed as “Catastrophic” was identified, and it involved SBI. 
 
SBI 
The main objective with this supportive form is that it detects what diagnosis is 
entered and then fills out the majority of the form with pre-defined diagnosis-
specific data. What is alarming is that it breaks a number of essential heuristics for 
interactions design, many of them involving leaving the user out of control [34]. 
 
Currently, the functionality will override any actions the user has previously made 
in the same certificate. This means that if the user has filled out the form in an order 
that is not completely top to bottom, all texts and data entries will be replaced by the 
automatic data insertion when the diagnosis information is entered. This is violating 
many heuristics and interaction design principles, such as user control [37], error 
prevention [41] and easy reversal of actions [34]. 
 
Furthermore, even if the user would fill out the form in an ideal order, the 
functionality will still alter the user’s data in previous fields that the user will not see 
without scrolling the way back up to the top of the page again. This means that the 
user is risking not even seeing that the data was altered before sending the form in. 
Altering important aspects of the user interface without clearly notifying the user is 
often considered not user friendly [11]. 
 
These are all aspects of the issue that makes it classified as “Catastrophic” and 
without an improvement on this functionality, there is a high risk that the user will 
submit certificates to Försäkringskassan with the wrong data. 

5.5.5 Conclusions – Heuristic Evaluation 

Overall, the functionalities and the form are deemed as functional without abnormal 
usability and visual issues. The majority of issues were deemed as “Cosmetic” and 
“Minor”, meaning that the way of improving the forms should be relatively short. At 
the low level of issues, most revolved around visual inconsistencies and unclear 
interaction patterns. 
 
For the “Catastrophic” case, SBI was deemed so insufficient that it poses a high risk 
of disturbing the overall work process between patient, physician and 
Försäkringskassan. The main problems concerned the level of user control and how 
important it is that the user is fully aware and in charge of what is happening [34, 
41]. 
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5.6 Proposed Design Improvements and Future Work 
With the results at hand, the questions begs what kind of improvements in the future 
iterations could be made. Following, some proposals are laid out with some 
conclusive recommendations of the future project process. 

5.6.1 Empower the User 

Analyzing why some prototypes were preferred over the others, parallel with 
analyzing the interview themes, a pattern emerges which ties these data points 
strongly together. As previously states, the users seem to prefer supportive 
functionalities that empowers them. But what does that exactly mean? And how is 
that conclusion drawn? 
 
Knowledge is Power 
All participants strongly withheld how they are in a constant power struggle with 
Försäkringskassan. They feel that their authority as medical experts is questioned, 
and often experience the clerks at Försäkringskassan as “lost” in the said domain. 
Ergo, the physician’s, who are the experts, are getting their judgement questioned by 
an external part that has no medical knowledge. 
 
The physicians feel that they are powerless in this tug of war, meaning that they do 
not understand how Försäkringskassan are judging their certificates. For them, it 
feels like the judgement is a game of Russian roulette and that there is no logic behind 
what is getting approved or not. But some participants use FMB, the resource that 
Försäkringskassan are judging the certificates against. This gives them a better hand 
in the power struggle, since they, using FMB, are using the same concepts as 
Försäkringskassan to issue the certificates. 
 
It is not that the physicians don’t know the medical domain. What FMB is helping 
them with is understanding how Försäkringskassan is judging each diagnosis. Thus, 
using FMB is empowering for the participants, since they get the power of knowledge 
“against” Försäkringskassan and doesn’t have to blindly trust that their certificate is 
good enough. 
 
The Feeling of Control is Empowering 
Considering this, the supportive functionality of bringing FMB closer to the user and 
in direct correspondence with the form fields, this saves time and effort to access 
FMB. It also means that FMB can be used more often (in theory) since it will be easier 
to access. 
 
But if saving time was all that mattered, then SBI would be the favorite prototype by 
far. The reason for this not being is that SBI treats the physicians the same way that 
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Försäkringskassan do: it tells them what to do and takes control over the user’s 
action. While the functionality indeed was praised for being efficient, it also was met 
with concern over the professional approach and the relevant question “if they would 
accept pre-defined text, why can’t we just press a single button that says that the 
patient needs sick leave?”. The tool becomes so automated, the user does not feel like 
she is needed or in control any more. 
 
FMB lets the user still be in charge, but just making “being in charge” a bit easier. 
This should not be overlooked, since the feeling of control is essential for users [11].  
 
Proposed Design Improvements 
Based on the conclusion that the supportive functionalities should be empowering, 
it is recommended to focus on smaller improvements rather than on forcing a 
completely new workflow on the user. As an example, many users expressed that 
they would like to be able to transfer important text from FMB into a field. This can 
look very similar to SBI, but it is not. Letting the user quickly transfer important FMB 
text into a field is still letting the user doing so by active choice, and the user is the 
one in control over what text should be transferred when and to what field. 
 
ICF was appreciated by many participants, but none of them approved of the 
grading/commenting workflow. Mainly all were happy about clicking to select 
relevant symptoms and limitations of Activity, which show that, once again, the user 
wants to be in control. A more efficient version of ICF where the user doesn’t have 
to grade/comment could be an interesting iteration. 
 
Furthermore, one of the more innovative suggestion many participants showed a big 
interest in was to personalize SBI. Many users today use an excel or word document 
to store phrases for the most common diagnoses, and thus re-using them on a regular 
basis. The majority of participants were very positive to a functionality where one 
could save their own phrases for each field connected to each diagnosis. This is like 
SBI, but the user creates the data herself and can revise it and activate it on individual 
form fields. 

5.6.2 Bridge the Gap 

The toxic relationship between physicians and Försäkringskassan is built on mistrust 
and the conception of Försäkringskassan being incapable of understanding the 
medical communication style. Physicians don’t understand why “they should 
explain why people can’t work when they are depressed” or how Försäkringskassan 
is judging each individual case. All participants also say that the response from 
Försäkringskassan is delivered in a big block of text with the actual completion 
request buried in the middle of it. This makes just finding, and then understanding, 
the completion request a heavy workload on its own. 
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Proposed Design Improvement 
For the users to understand what to improve in the certificate, the completion 
request cannot be buried in the middle of a large text block. This is a heavy cognitive 
burden, since each element in visual communication should be clearly separated by 
purpose [41, 52], thus making it easier to identify and interpret. Burying crucial 
information will naturally result in the confused and irritated situation that is at hand 
currently, which why a redesign of the communication flow is necessary. The 
suggestions here cannot be narrowed down to a specific visual or interactive element. 
Thus, a complete new study on the subject is probably needed. The goal should be to 
bridge the communicative gap between the two stakeholders. 

5.6.3 Involve the Patient 

A majority of participants were suggesting solutions that involved the patient. This 
goes will in hand with a large question mark regarding the reason why the certificate 
is issued in the first place. 
 
For Whom is the Medical Certificate Issued? 
Many physicians stated that they feel like the medical certificate is more of 
Försäkringskassans’ business than the patient’s. “It is really awkward, I should be 
writing this for the stake of the patient, but it feels like this whole certificate is just to 
please Försäkringskassan”, as one of the respondents stated. This is an alarming 
situation, since the certificate in the end should benefit the patient. When the users 
of the system does not believe in the core value of it, something needs to be done. 
 
Teaming Up 
On the bright side, many physicians also state that they fill out the form together 
with the patient. The reasons vary, but they say that this helps them write something 
that gives a fair representation of the individual. Some even let the patient proof read 
the certificate before issuing it, and others spend a large amount of overtime just 
making sure that each certificate gets filled out properly. All physicians say that they 
are doing this with and for the patient, since it is them that they care about the most 
in the end of the day. 
 
Proposed Design Improvements 
Many of the participants would like to use more of the patient’s data incorporated 
with Webcert. Currently, they need to write separately in both the patient journal 
and in Webcert, meaning that a lot of work could be avoided if there was an 
integration of the system. 
 
Other ways to gather patient data would be to let the patients fill out surveys while 
in the waiting room (for example, on an iPad handed out by the receptionist). This 
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data could then be discussed together with the patient and directly imported into 
Webcert. The pre-filled patient data as a source of discussion is important, since 
many physicians state that it can take several minutes for a patient to articulate what 
they work with and what work tasks they have. This is also connected to one of the 
biggest culprit in completion requests, since the majority of certificates are rejected 
because of insufficient descriptions regarding the patient’s work tasks (and it is 
affected by the diagnosis). 

5.6.4 Improve Accessibility 

As a side note, not specifically aimed at supportive functionalities, the visual 
accessibility should be highlighted. Multiple participants expressed how the user 
interfaces was “tiny” and “hardly legible”, with some of them having to zoom in with 
the browser or pick up a pair of glasses in order to be able to complete the test session. 
 
Thus, it should be strongly considered to increase the text size and improve the 
contrast. Now, the text is dark grey on a grey background, meaning that the contrast 
is not ideal [52]. 

5.6.5 Continuous User Involvement 

As previous research demonstrate [27], usability issues not taken care of will remain 
and create a toxic working environment for the users. This means that each iteration 
of the project needs new usability evaluations and continuous user involvement. 
 
Rebecka Janols presents several insightful conclusions in her work about user 
adoption and usability issues in relation to the work environment [26, 27]. This is a 
suitable building ground to further evaluate the implementation regarding Webcert, 
for example by doing regular follow up studies on the user adaption rate of the 
supportive functionalities.  
 
As the ISO-standards stated, the usability aspects also includes the efficiency of the 
system [53, 54], meaning that multiple follow up studies should be made to evaluate 
whether the supportive functionalities improve the quality of certificates or not. 
 
But is not just about usability. As showcased in this study, there was no correlation 
between the results of the usability tests, heuristic evaluations and the interviews. 
Some of the most usability-friendly prototypes (for example, SBI) in the tests were 
also questioned by the users. As the opposite also showed, ICF had a very 
questionable level of usability, but the participants still saw a great potential in it if 
the problems were solved. 
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5.6.6 Defining the Real Problems 

The original intention of the study was to map out which components of each 
supportive form that was most important to the users, and potentially proposing a 
new supportive form based on those findings. 
 
But the results from the study strongly indicate that the previous approach could 
have been somewhat misdirected. It is first now, after learning what the users want, 
that one has to circle back and re-define the problem to solve. As discovered, the 
users want to be intellectually challenged and empowered, only having the mundane 
parts of work automated. As for FMB, the task of searching for the diagnosis in a 
different window was streamlined to an integration directly into each field. This was 
highly appreciated and, as seen, a well-balanced move. 
 
The most crucial next move is to make a thorough study on the whole process of 
issuing certificates, from the first patient contact touchpoint to when the certificate 
is in the hands of Försäkringskassan. Then, one need to carefully study what parts of 
that process are mundane and what are intellectual stimulants for the user. Together 
with the users, the classifications of mundane or intellectual tasks could be further 
analyzed and only then the work of designing new supportive functionalities begins. 

5.6.7 The Work Process for Försäkringskassan 

This study nudged the judgement of medical certificates, and previous studies has 
scrutinized the quality of said certificates [48–50], but there is yet to explore 
Försäkringskassans’ work process on an academic level in-depth.  
 
For example, it should be highly relevant for both academia and society to gain 
insight into how a large number of clerks at Försäkringskassan reason about the 
process. And seeing to how many physicians state that “there is no logic to the 
decisions”, a cross-functional study should be made to evaluate the quality of 
Försäkringskassans’ verdicts. If there is any discrepancy in how a certificate is judged 
between a large number of clerks, this is important insights which are crucial to 
analyze further. Then it would also indicate areas of improvements for both health 
care and Försäkringskassan. 

5.6.8 Patient Involvement 

The academic effort on patient involvement in the health care process is evolving 
[42], which is also shown in this study where several physicians raise the growing 
importance of collaborating with the patient. 
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This should be an interesting path for research regarding the sick leave process. As 
this study mentioned in previous chapters, there seem to be potential for evaluating 
if the patient can contribute with both data and insight that can help the physicians 
in the issuing process of certificates. Looking into this in a deeper could benefit both 
society and not at least the research field of Medical Informatics. 
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6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate how physicians as end-users of supportive 
forms experience the proposed solutions. Additionally, the intention was to also 
evaluate other stakeholders’ perspectives and review the overall design of said 
prototypes. 
 
The stakeholders are by all means concerned for the sake of physicians and, what 
they say, the very strained relationship with Försäkringskassan. Both the 
stakeholders and (mostly) the physicians state the whole process of sickness leave 
and the certificates needs to be rebuilt from the ground up. There is a big need of 
questioning whether physicians can provide Försäkringskassan what they ask for, 
since they are not educated within the work therapy area at all. 
 
Seeing to the profession and self-identity, an interesting observation is how strongly 
the identity comes into play when discussing work support tools. Even when clearly 
stating that they (physicians) want to save as much time as possible, most of them 
prefer tools that are just semi-automated. It all boils down to user empowerment, 
where the ideal supportive tool seems to automate mundane tasks and give the user 
more time to do what they do best. The intellectual trade-off is not always worth it, 
even when saving time. The supportive form that best corresponded with this was 
FMB, which also generated the most approved certificates reviewed by 
Försäkringskassan. 
 
As interesting as it was to study the user experience of the supportive forms, the 
results of the study achieved far more than originally intended. What was originally 
a somewhat niched approach, became very holistic and captured much more than 
just whether the usability was on par or not. The perspectives not only on the 
prototypes, but also on the work situation, gave the study a new edge that once again 
showed how complex the area of user experience and work systems is. 
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Introduktion 
Berätta om din roll på XXX 

Vad har du för bakgrund? (Utbildning, tidigare roller, etc.) 

Vad är XXXXs långsiktiga mål och vision? 

Berätta om din roll i det här projektet 

Projektets vision 

Kan du kortfattat sammanfatta det aktuella projektet? 

Vad är projektets mål för XXXXs del? 

Hur samspelar det XXXXs vision? 

Hur vet ni att målet har uppnåtts? 

Vad skulle det betyda för XXXX om projektet faller väl ut och målet uppnås? 

Vad är de största riskerna eller orosmomenten med projektet? 

Försäkringskassan och sjukintyg 

Hur tror du relationen mellan sjukvården och Försäkringskassan ser ut idag? 

Försäkringskassan begärde kompletteringar av cirka 10% av alla sjukintyg 2017. Hur ser 
du på det? 

Appendix A – Stakeholder Interview Guide



Tror du Försäkringskassan kan göra något för att minska andelen begärda kompletterade 
intyg? 

Hur tror du Försäkringskassan kommer att bedöma intygen som skapas med hjälp av 
intygsstöden i webbcert? 

Läkare och intyg 

Läkarna är de som utfärdar intygen. Varför tror du de ibland har svårt för att skriva intyg 

med godkänt kvalité? 

Vad anser du att läkarnas ansvar är för att höja kvalitén på intygen? 

Projektet ska utvärdera intygsstöd i Webbcert. Hur tror du läkarna kommer ta emot 
intygsstöden? 

Vad tror du är det viktigaste för läkarna när de arbetar med intygsstöden i webbcert och 
skriver intyg? 

Kan du beskriva några egenskaper som ett sånt här typ av system bör ha för att hjälpa 
användarna? 

Vad tror du skulle vara egenskaper i ett sånt här typ av system som användarna skulle ogilla? 

Avrundning 

Har du något annat du skulle vilja tillägga? Kommentarer kring projektet eller sjukintyg i 

allmänhet? IT-system i allmänhet? 



Deltagare X 
[Name]


[date and time]


[booked at workshop?]


Testordning 

I följande ordning ska testerna genomföras med tillhörande diagnos: 

Kom ihåg att deltagaren måste använda sig utav stöden! 

Schema 

Total	'd: ca 90 minuter

Frågor att ställa (fortsätter på nästa sida) 

Arbetssituation
• Hur är det att skriva sjukintyg idag?
• Kommer Webcert/intygsstöden förbättra eller försämra arbetssituationen? Varför/hur?

Ordning Test Diagnos

Först 1. [prototype] [diagnosis]

Mitten 4. [prototype] [diagnosis]

Sist 2. [prototype] [diagnosis]

Tid Moment

5 min Introduktion av studien och möjlighet för deltagaren att ställa frågor samt bli 
bekväm, samt skriva under godkännande av deltagande och inspelning

5 min Låta deltagaren bekanta sig med nya formuläret från FK och ev. Webcert

5 min Genomgång av hur ett test går till samt tid för frågor innan det första påbörjas
samt förberedelse av första testet

15 min Första testet påbörjas (inklusive läsa persona/diagnos)

5 min Uppföljningsintervju av första testet

2 min Förberedelse av mitten-testet

15 min Mitten-testet påbörjas (inklusive läsa persona/diagnos)

5 min Uppföljningsintervju av mitten-testet

2 min Förberedelse av sista testet

15 min Sista testet påbörjas (inklusive läsa om persona/diagnos från första testet)
10 min Uppföljningsintervju av sista testet samt alla test

5 min Avrundning och samtal om kommande workshop

- min Backup av testdata (sker efter att ha lämnat deltagaren)

Appendix B – Participant Interview Guide



• Finns det något, utöver intygsstöd, som du tror skulle förbättra arbetssituationen kring 
intygen?

Intygsstöden
• Hälpte intygsstöden under utfärdandet? Varför? Varför inte? 
• Vilket intygsstöd var till störst/minst hjälp? Varför?
• Om du skulle ranka intygsstödens betydelse för dig, i vilken ordning skulle de komma? 

Varför?
• Vilket intygsstöd tror du är minst/mest viktigt för dina kollegor? Varför?

Designen (diskuteras för respektive intygsstöd)
• Vilket intygsstöd var lättast respektive svårast att använda?
• Var intygsstöd X lätt att komma igång med?
• Var det lätt att förstå hur intygsstöden skulle användas?
• Vad var det bästa med intygsstöd X?
• Vilket intygsstöd var lättast/svårast att använda? Varför?
• Hur var det att få delvis förinfyllda fält av vissa intyg?
• Var det lätt förstå hur formuläret skulle fyllas i?
• Förstod du när intyget var komplett och redo att skickas in?
• Vad var det sämsta med intygsstöd X?
• Var formuläret och intygsstöden tydliga? Lättöverskådligt och lättläst?
• Förstod du vilka fält var som obligatoriska och vilka som var frivilliga?
• Var det lätt att hitta och förstå de olika kategorierna för intygsstöd FMB?



1. Verifikation

2. Bedömning

3. Förklaring

Studie av intygskvalité våren 2018 i samarbete med Region Uppsala, EPJ, Inera och Uppsala universitet. 
Bedömningsformulär av intyg. För frågor kring studie eller bedömningsformulär: birgitta.pleijel@regionuppsala.se

1.1 Intygets kod 

Bokstav – Siffra  –  Siffra Texta ditt namn tydligt. Ditt namn kommer inte publiceras i studien. Dag

1.2 Handläggares namn

2.1 Hur bedömer du intyget? Kryssa ett val.

OBSERVERA att du bara ska bedöma om intyget behöver kompletteras eller inte.
Du ska inte bedöma om patienten är berättigad sjukpenning. Bedöm bara intygets kvalité.

2.2 Behövde du ta hjälp av FMR för att kunna förstå innehållet i intyget och värdera om intyget 
behövde kompletteras? Kryssa ett val.

3.1 Om du bedömde att intyget behöver kompletteras:
Vilken information behöver intyget kompletteras med för att beslut om ersättning ska kunna fattas? 
Vilka frågor behöver du ställa till läkaren?
Beskriv vilket/vilka fält som behöver kompletteras och varför.

GODKÄNT - Beslutsunderlag är tillräckligt

Ja, jag tog hjälp av FMR

Jag tog hjälp av annan, nämligen:

Nej, jag bedömde intyget på egen hand

BEHÖVER KOMPLETTERAS - Intyget kräver komplettering innan beslut kan fattas

1.3 Dagens datum

- 04 - 2018

Appendix C – Judgement Form
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Heuristic Evaluation Report 
by Anton Björsell, March 2018 

Evaluated prototypes and versions 

Prototype (#) Version 

Blank (1) 5.4.0.exjobb.vanilla 

FMB (2) 5.4.0.exjobb.fmb 

SRS (3) 5.4.0.exjobb.srs 

SBI  (4) 5.4.0.exjobb.ortopedmall 

ICF (5) 5.4.0.exjobb.icf 

Heuristic Evaluation – Brief Description 
All Heuristic Evaluations in this study was conducted in a manner where both visual elements and 
interaction patterns were evaluated through the lens of academically recognized design standards. The 
author is not the intended audience for the tool and does not hold any medical knowledge or skills in 
the intended user domain. Thus, the method is done purely from a Heuristic Design perspective. 
Problems described below need further revision and analysis in context of other evaluation methods 
(such as usability evaluations, interviews and such). This document should not be used isolated from 
the main study, but rather support a holistic analysis combined with other findings. 

Heuristic Violation Severity Scale 
All violations are rated on a severity scale, in an effort to deem how big of a design problem they may 
pose. The severity rating is presented below and is made by one (1) evaluator. A rating of this sort will 
always be arbitrary in one way or another, meaning that it should be considered a relative rating 
compared to each violation rather than an objective truth. Full credit for the severity scale is attributed 
to Jakob Nielsen and Nielsen Norman Group. 

Severity rating of heuristic violations 

0. No usability problem.
1. Cosmetic issue. No need to fix unless there is spare time project-wise.
2. Minor issue, low priority.
3. Major issue, high priority.
4. Catastrophe, needs to be fixed before launch.

Source and full description available at: Nielsen Norman Group, nngroup.com. 

Please refer to next page for the individual Heuristic Reports. 

Appendix D – Heuristic Evaluation Report
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Heuristic Evaluation Report of Prototype Blank (1)  
 

Issue # Type of issue Description How does it occur? Severity rating 

1 Visual Low contrast between 
foreground text and 
background color 

Throughout the design 2 – Minor issue 

2 Visual Unclear visual 
representation of 
mandatory fields. 
Asterisk too small, and 
red against grey (with 
low contrast) is 
violating standards for 
users with color vision 
deficiencies.  

At each field heading 2 – Minor issue 

3 Interaction 
pattern 

Invalid “till och med”-
date is allowed as 
selectable option in the 
calendar function, 
validation error only 
shown after already 
selected 

Clicking the calendar date 
selector icon, one can select a 
date that will later render a 
validation error. Consider 
helping the user by greying out 
dates in the calendar directly 
that will violate the validation. 

2 – Minor issue 

4 Interaction 
pattern 

Shortcut commando 
“2v” in “till och med” 
renders validation 
error if checkbox not 
previously checked  

The commando “2v” in “till 
och med” only works if the 
work rate is first selected by 
ticking checkbox. To save time 
and clicks for power users, the 
corresponding checkbox 
should automatically be ticked 
if the user puts in date data. 

2 – Minor issue 

5 Interaction 
pattern 

Missing alternations of 
shortcut commandos 
for power users 

In all date fields, both “2v” 
and “v2” works, but not  
“2 veckor” and similar.  
Also, “2 v” or “v 2”  does not 
work if containing a space.  

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 

6 Interaction 
pattern 

Unclear call to action 
at “Välj tidsperiod” 

At the field of “Prognos för 
arbetsförmåga….”, the drop 
down has a preset text of “Välj 
tidsperiod”, but is disabled 
until the user checks the 
corresponding radio button.  
The call to action text “Välj 
tidsperiod” suggests that the 
disabled action in its current 
state is possible, when it is not. 
The text should be changed, or 
the dropdown should be 
available and the 

2 – Minor issue 
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corresponding radio button 
should automatically be 
selected upon using the drop 
down. 

7 Visual Proximity between 
related elements  

Elements that belong together 
(e.g., List items and 
corresponding date selectors) 
are far fram each other. This is 
due to left and right alignment, 
causing extra workload trying 
to visualize which element on 
the left belonging to which 
element far on the right. 

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 

8 Interaction 
pattern and 
visual 

Unclear labeling of 
field headings and 
field placeholder text 

In the fields of ICD-code and 
ICD-name, the placeholder 
text “Huvuddignos” can be 
interpreted as a heading to the 
right field, causing the user to 
enter the ICD-code in the ICD-
name field. A potential 
solution could be to give the 
ICD-name field a placeholder 
text as well for consistency.  
 
Also consider renaming the 
placeholder text to a call to 
action. An alternative solution 
could also be to place the 
heading “Huvuddiagnos” (and 
alike) to the left of the fields 
and then rename the fields’ 
placeholders to clarify. 

2 – Minor issue  

9 Interaction 
pattern 

Inconsistent input of 
text in field of ICD-
code and ICD-name. 
 
Unclear expectation of 
what is needed as 
input in said fields. Is 
anything correct or 
does it have to be the 
exact ICD-code and/or 
name? 

When putting in data in the 
ICD-code field and then 
clicking with the mouse 
outside the auto-complete 
feature, the input text is 
removed without a following 
warning or validation error. 
 
When putting in data in the 
ICD-name field and then 
clicking with the mouse 
outside the auto-complete 
feature, the input text is not 
removed. 
 
Also, it is not communicated 
to the user that they need to 
click on an auto-complete item 
in order for it to have effect. 

3 – Major issue 
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It is also unclear what is valid 
data or not in said fields. Does 
the ICD-code and the ICD-
name both be filled out? Does 
just one of them work? Since 
one does not get a validation 
error no matter what is typed 
into the ICD-name field, how 
does that affect the risks of the 
certificate to be rejected by 
Försäkringskassan? 
 
The expectations of the data 
need to be communicated 
clearly with potential 
validation. 
 
This issue also affects how the 
supportive functionalities will 
work. They will not work as 
long as the mentioned fields 
are not filled out exactly 
correct. 

 
End of table report for Prototype Blank (1). Please refer to next page for next report. 
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Heuristic Evaluation Report of Prototype FMB (2)  
 

Issue # Type of issue Description How does it occur? Severity rating 

10 Visual Unclear if FMB 
window is scrollable 
or not. 

When opening up the FMB 
functionality, the window does 
not visually communicate to 
the user if there is more text 
contained in there or not. 
 
Solve this by clearly 
communicating that there is 
more content and consider 
adding a visual clue about the 
scroll bar. 

2 – Minor issue 

11 Interaction 
pattern 

Missing shortcut for 
closing FMB window 

The FMB lacks support of 
closing the window by 
shortcuts. As a rule of thumb, 
website should generally be 
fully functional by using the 
keyboard. Consider letting 
power users using the Esc-key 
to close the FMB window 
when the state is on focus and 
the Esc-key is pressed. 

2 – Minor issue 

12 Visual Low visibility of FMB 
buttons 

The FMB buttons are low 
contrast and are placed 
somewhat off compared to 
where the user is in the text 
fields. Consider making the 
buttons more visible.  
 
When multiple fields and FMB 
buttons are following in the 
same section, the distance 
between one FMB button and 
two fields are equally far. This 
causes some confusion about 
which field the FMB button 
belongs to. Consider adjusting 
position of FMB buttons.  

2 – Minor issue 

13 Interaction 
patterns 

Irrelevant FMB 
buttons for unavailable 
FMB data 

Some fields have an FMB 
button which contains no 
information. This is not 
communicated to the user 
before clicking the button, 
wasting the user interaction 
with one click. 
 
Consider changing the visual 
element of FMB buttons which 

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 
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provides no FMB information, 
saving the users a click. 

 
End of table report for Prototype FMB (2). Please refer to next page for next report. 
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Heuristic Evaluation Report of Prototype SRS (3) 
 

Issue # Type of issue Description How does it occur? Severity rating 

14 Visual Low visibility of SRS 
buttons 

The SRS buttons are low 
contrast and are placed 
somewhat off compared to 
where the user is in the text 
fields. Consider making the 
buttons more visible.  

2 – Minor issue 

15 Interaction 
pattern 

Hard to understand the 
use of the risk 
calculation 

The risk calculation in SRS is 
presented to the user directly 
without further instructions or 
similar. The button “Visa” is 
also placed awkwardly in the 
bottom right far away from the 
rest of the elements, making it 
hard to understand that it exists 
or that it has to be pressed. 
Furthermore, the call to action 
“Visa” is non-descriptive and 
does not tell the user what will 
happen when pressing it. 
 
The results with the 
thermometer is also hard to 
interpret since it takes several 
seconds to load, and then 
presents a text with the risk 
level and a graphic 
thermometer. The results 
doesn’t explain to the user 
what they are seeing and how 
to use it.  
 
Furthermore, the use of a 
thermometer is questionable 
since both extremely low and 
high temperatures could be 
interpreted as bad. It is also 
unclear why the color of the 
thermometer liquid is always 
red, as this should probably 
correspond to the risk factor 
level results. Consider 
changing the thermometer to a 
risk scale from 0 to 100 
instead, using conventional 
signal colors.  

3 – Major issue 

 
End of table report for Prototype SRS (3). Please refer to next page for next report. 
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Heuristic Evaluation Report of Prototype SBI (4) 
 

Issue # Type of issue Description How does it occur? Severity rating 

16 Interaction 
pattern 

Invisible actions to the 
user and forced 
alteration of previous 
user actions 

When filling out the diagnosis 
and thus applying the 
supportive functionality, the 
form automatically fills out 
fields that they users has 
already scrolled past. 
 
The automatic effect also 
overrides what the user has 
previously filled out the whole 
form 
 
This is a red flag and could 
potentially mean that the user 
is submitting a certificate 
without knowing that the 
information is invalid to the 
patient. 
 
Consider protecting fields that 
the user has already filled out. 
Also ensure that the user is 
always aware of fields being 
filled out that is out of current 
visual view. 
 
Also make sure that nothing 
happens automatically without 
letting the user initiate and 
confirm it. 

4. Needs to be 
fixed before 
launch 

 
End of table report for Prototype SBI (4). Please refer to next page for next report. 
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Heuristic Evaluation Report of Prototype ICF (5) 
 

Issue # Type of issue Description How does it occur? Severity rating 

17 Interaction 
pattern 

Ambiguous external 
link  

In the ICF item selector box 
footer, the link “Information 
om Klassifikation av…” leads 
to an external page. 
 
Accessibility web standards 
suggest that external links 
should be clearly 
communicated, this to not 
confuse users and make the 
interaction difficult for users 
with cognitive disabilities. 
 
Consider adding an external 
link-icon or at least adding in 
the text “(extern länk)”. 

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 

18 Interaction 
pattern 

Unclear purpose of the 
“close tab”-function of 
ICF box 

When ticking items in the ICF 
box, one can close the box by 
pressing the top right arrow in 
the element “Ta hjälp av ICF 
att fylla i…”. 
 
This does not add the selected 
items and is simply “storing” 
the selected items with further 
effect. 
 
While this is not an incorrect 
behavior (since there is an 
“Lägg till i intyget”-button), it 
is questionable whether the 
user should even be allowed to 
temporarily closing the box. 
As it is now, it can cause 
confusion about the purpose of 
the different interaction paths 
and options. Consider 
streamlining the interaction 
flow of adding versus hiding. 

2 – Minor issue 

19 Visual Far distance between 
ICF item and “visa 
mer” button 

In the ICF list box, the left and 
right elements are placed very 
far apart. This makes it hard 
for the user to know which 
“visa mer” corresponds with 
which item. 
 
Consider adding a very slight 
alternate row color. This 

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 
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would also help when reading 
the text in “visa mer”, so that 
the item paragraph text is not 
confused with the beginning of 
the next item below it. 

20 Interaction 
pattern 

Inconsistent checkbox 
selection 

In the regular form, checkbox 
items can be selected by 
clicking on either the 
checkbox or the adjoining text. 
In the ICF selection box, 
checkbox items can only be 
selected by clicking directly in 
the checkbox. 
 
Consider solving this by 
letting the user pressing the 
text as well in the ICF box, as 
this is consider common 
practice and improves overall 
consistency 

2 – Minor issue 

21 Visual Low visibility of 
remove button 

When having added ICF items 
in the form, each item have a 
gray “X” in the top right 
corner. 
 
The “X” has a very limited 
contrast ratio to the 
background (1.61:1) and the 
contrast is not approved on any 
level in accordance with 
WCAG. 
 
Consider increasing the 
contrast by making the “X” 
darker. Also, consider helping 
the user by adding the text  
“Ta bort” instead, as this 
describes the action more 
clearer and helps users with 
cognitive disabilities. 

2 – Minor issue 

22 Visual Inconsistent 
visualization of 
mandatory fields 

In the overall form, mandatory 
fields are marked with the red 
asterisk. In the ICF item 
grading and commenting, the 
fields are mandatory but has 
no such indication. 
 
The text below the fields 
saying that it is mandatory is 
not enough since the user 
might not even read it since 

2 – Minor issue 
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the field is not indicated as 
mandatory. 

23 Interaction 
pattern and 
visual 

Unclear 
communication of 
purpose with free text 
fields below added 
ICF items 

When having added ICF items 
to the web form, they are listed 
with the fields of grading and 
commenting. Directly below, 
there is a big free text field 
without further explanation, 
making it unclear of its 
purpose and what is expected 
from the user. 
 
Consider adding placeholder 
text in the free text field, such 
as “Här kan du beskriva med 
egna ord…” or similar, clearly 
communicating the field’s 
purpose and intention of use. 

1 – Cosmetic 
issue 

 
End of table report for Prototype ICF (5). End of Heuristic Report Document. 



Themes Emerged from Usability Evaluation Test Sessions and 
Post-Evaluation Interviews 
Design and interaction regarding the forms 

Properties Theme Excerpts

Leaning close to the screen


Puts on glasses just when using 
Webcert


Complaints on contrast


Complaints on text size


Using the browser functionality to 
zoom in on Webcert

Usability problems with size and 
contrast in the user interface

“Everything Inera does is always 
so damn small”


“I had no idea which fields were 
mandatory or not, since I could 
barely read the text”


“It is very hard to read when they 
use black text on a fairly dark 
grey background”

Input in non-mandatory fields just 
because they thought it was 
mandatory, no matter the 
relevance of input data


Skipped mandatory fields


Ignores/missing “mandatory” 
validation errors


Ignores/missing formatting 
validation errors


Expressing surprise when asked 
about mandatory fields 

Usability problems with visual 
indication of what is expected of 
the user

“Mandatory fields? What? I 
thought everything was 
mandatory?”


“They must add asterisks to 
indicate what is mandatory or not, 
every other website has that” 
(Webcert has small asterisks that 
the user did not see)


“I just put something in [non-
mandatory field] because I 
thought it was mandatory, I hope 
it doesn’t effect the quality of my 
certificate”


Filling in the ICD-code in the ICD-
name field


Filling in the ICD-name in the 
ICD-code field


Filling out an non-official name of 
the diagnosis on the ICD-name 
field


Filling out the ICD-code/ICD-
name field incorrectly and then 
continuing with filling out the rest 
of the form


Doesn’t understand that the auto-
complete list of ICD-code/ICD-
name can be confirmed by 
clicking or pressing enter

Usability problems with clearly 
indicating headers, fields and 
field functionality (affordance)

“I thought [placeholder text in 
ICD-code field] was a heading to 
the field to the right (ICD-name)”


“I didn’t know that you were 
supposed to select something 
from the list, I thought that was 
just a help”


Appendix E – Usability Evaluation and Post-Evaluation Interview Themes



Sighs when seeing the ICF-
functionality of grading and 
commenting


Frustrated comments when 
having to ICF-grade and 
comment


Laughing when seeing all listed 
ICF-items needing grading/
comments


Copying/Pasting ICF-comments 
just to get done


Removing ICF-items when 
understanding that they are 
forced to grade/comment

ICF-functionality with mandatory 
grading/commenting is 
considered as an overly complex 
and time consuming workload 
without proper reward

“There is no way ever that me or 
any of my colleagues will use that 
if we have to sit and grade and 
comment all of our findings”


“I don’t have time to write essays 
in every certificate”


“This is ridiculous, it would be 
faster for me to just write in the 
free text-field”


“I removed relevant list items that 
probably would have helped the 
patient just because I didn’t have 
time to grade and comment all of 
them”


“The grading doesn’t make 
sense. If I select those items in a 
medical certificate for sick leave, 
it is obvious that they are severe 
enough to be there.”


“I felt that I had to make things up 
in the comment-fields just to 
make them [Försäkringskassan] 
happy”


Writes text regarding Planned 
Treatment in the Current 
Treatment-field.


Writes text regarding Current 
Treatment in the Planned 
Treatment-field.


Asks about the difference 
between the fields Current 
Treatment and Planned Treatment


Copying and pasting between the 
fields Current Treatment and 
Planned Treatment

Fields “Current Treatment” and 
“Planned Treatment” are hard to 
distinguish both visually and and 
cognitively (regarding purpose)

“Wait, is this the same field 
again?” 
 
“This I have already filled out, or 
haven’t I?”


“Can you help me copy and paste 
this text to that other field? I 
didn’t understand that there was 
a difference.”


“Oh, I think made an error. Should 
this be there?”



Tries to close the graph in SRS 
but that closes the whole SRS-
window


Questions about what they 
should do with SRS


Stating general awkwardness 
with SRS


Comments regarding SRS being 
useless and unhelpful


Likes the visual statistics graph in 
SRS


SRS feels superfluous but the 
general idea is appreciated

“I really like the idea of identifying 
patients in risk of long term sick 
leave but it was hard to 
understand SRS”


“It didn’t feel really helpful, and 
that thermometer was super 
weird. And what does that shape 
even mean?”


“The statistics graph was really 
interesting, it should be on the 
front of SRS!”


“I really liked the statistics graph”

Often utilising the fastest way to 
fill out administrative data (like 
dates and alike)


Comments happily when dates 
(and alike) are automatically filled 
in


Likes the automatic count of sick 
leave days


Highly appreciative of the 
checkboxes in the Arrangements-
field (“Åtgärder”)

Automation of minor data fields is 
highly appreciated

“The automated dates are 
fantastic!”


“I love how you can just check 
[Arrangements] instead of having 
to guess and write them for 
yourself, then you don’t forget 
what the common ones are”


“Ticking the boxes is great, I 
often forget”


“These suggestions are good, 
that helps both me and the 
patient”


“They should automate as many 
of this fields as possible, please!”


“Can you write +4 weeks to 
calculate the days? Why didn’t 
they tell me that in the interface? 
That would have been great to 
know.”


“The auto complete function of 
the diagnosis code/name is 
great!”




The issuing process of medical certificates 

Properties Theme Excerpts and Examples

Talks about the supportive forms 
in terms of what 
Försäkringskassan would like


Awkward about advice and 
“being told what to do”


Care about the patients but feels 
like the medical certificate is for 
Försäkringskassan


Want supportive functionalities to 
be optional 

Feeling of being micromanaged 
and getting their authority 
questioned

“This supportive form is only 
good if Försäkringskassan is okay 
with it”


“I wrote those things because I 
think Försäkringskassan wants to 
see it”


“We often exaggerate to please 
Försäkringskassan and, thus, the 
patient”


“I often feel like we have to prove 
to Försäkringskassan that we 
know what we are doing”


Discussing minority groups as 
patients


Discussing physician’s who 
doesn’t have Swedish as their 
native language


Discussing their own and other 
colleagues dyslexia and general 
writing problems


Worry about patients getting 
physicians who are not good 
writers


Discussing the issuing process on 
a political level

Text based medical certificates 
are considered unequal and 
undemocratic as it discriminates 
against both patients and doctors

“My writing skills should not 
determine who is allowed a sick 
leave or not”


“Who do you think gets most 
completion requests? A minority 
suburban community practice or 
a similar one but in an uptown 
area? I can tell you, they are just 
as good physicians in the poor 
and segregated communities, but 
they get a lot more completion 
requests!”


“I have made templates for all my 
employees so their national 
background, writing skills and 
such doesn’t have to affect 
neither them or their patients”


“I have a documented writing 
disability and have to put in a lot 
more work to fight for my patients 
to get their certificates approved”




Copying text from 
Försäkringskassans resources 
(FMB) and paste them into the 
certificates as their own text


Having an Excel sheet with 
known phrases and words that 
Försäkringskassan usually 
approves


Verbally arguing with 
Försäkringskassan over the 
phone or sending passive 
aggressive letters


Writing what is best for 
Försäkringskassan, not 
necessarily reflecting the patient 
story


Copying Försäkringskassans 
rejection reply text into the 
revised medical certificate

Avoiding completion requests is 
more about winning the tug of 
war rather than writing a quality 
certificate

“I have to exaggerate and 
manipulate the data in the 
medical certificate a bit to make 
sure Försäkringskassan is not 
sending a completion request. I 
feel guilty for the patient; they 
read the certificate too and 
probably feel like I’m not even 
talking about them anymore.”


“It is completely irrelevant how 
good of a certificate I write. My 
certificates has gotten rejected 
and then accepted just by me 
changing a single word to another 
synonym.”


“When Försäkringskassan writes 
me these weird and utterly 
incomprehensible rejection 
letters, I have ordered my medical 
secretary to print their text out, 
fold the paper, write “CLARIFY” 
on it and send it back to them”


“Getting your certificate not 
rejected is like playing Russian 
roulette. It all depends on who the 
clerk is. I have seen outstanding 
certificates that I could never 
outdo, that still have gotten 
rejected.”



Expressed ideas of functionality and/or general needs 

Properties Theme Excerpts and Examples

Complete automation is 
considered somewhat 
unprofessional


Complete automation is time 
saving


Time saving features in general is 
highly appreciated


The individual assessment always 
has to precede time saving 
measures


Professional domain knowledge 
and acquired experience are 
important tools for the issuing 
process


Important to always have to 
choice to (not) use the supportive 
functionality

The supportive functionality 
should be as time saving as 
possible, but only when actively 
chosen and without challenging 
the professional knowledge

“The SBI feels somewhat 
unprofessional, then what is even 
the point of the text fields if 
Försäkringskassan are supposed 
to approve those template texts?”


“I would like to copy and paste 
specific FMB bits of FMB text”


“I want to save my own text 
templates, then I don’t lose the 
personal touch and still feel in 
control over what I’m sending in”


“I like to save time, but I’m not 
willing to risk the individual 
assessment of the patient”


“I think some will abuse the SBI 
as it works now”


Dislikes the grading and 
commenting feature of ICF


Appreciates the time saving 
features of the SBI


Like ICF a lot, up until the 
grading/commenting


Generally appreciates everything 
that can replace writing with 
clicking


Likes pre-structured options as it 
reminds them of things they can’t 
always keep in their head


ICF and SBI helps to express 
oneself in a way that corresponds 
with how it “should be 
expressed”


A combination of ICF and the 
Orthopedist structure

“I really like ICF with the clicking 
and selecting, but I would never 
waste so much time with grading 
and commenting”


“Is there a way to combine those 
two maybe?”


“I would like to select things to 
copy direct into specific fields”


“I often wonder how to best 
phrase complex things, then 
some help on the way would be 
wonderful. To just get a reminder 
or something similar on what I 
should include.”




Evaluate the forms in terms of 
what Försäkringskassan will 
approve of or not


Want the supportive forms to be 
established with and approved by 
Försäkringskassan


Often discussing how they forget 
or struggle with remembering 
what important aspects are to 
mention


Saves often approved phrases 
and words in excel/word 
documents for re-use

Wants a better understanding of 
what Försäkringskassan is 
expecting and how the certificate 
will be judged

“It’s hard to always remember 
what to include or not. I usually 
save approved phrases in a 
document.”


“It was much better back in the 
days when Försäkringskassans 
clerks were working at the health 
care units and we could discuss 
the content of the certificates and 
work as a team.”


“I think this supportive form is fine 
as long as it is approved by 
Försäkringskassan, otherwise it is 
pointless”


“One time me and my unit 
attended a course held by 
Försäkringskassan where they 
told us how to phrase things in 
the certificate. We really 
appreciated that.”


“The only supportive functionality 
that will ever help me is to know 
exactly what kind of point of 
reference Försäkringskassan 
judges by so I can adjust my 
certificates to that”

Wants more authentic data 
contributed by the patient as 
resource when issuing the 
certificate


Sometimes extremely hard to get 
the patient to clearly express 
what she is working with and 
doing at work


Suggests efficient ways to collect 
patient data that can be used 
during the process of issuing


Fills out the certificate together 
with the patient

More patient involvement would 
benefit bot the physician and the 
patient

“I do not let the patient out of my 
room before we have sat down 
together with the certificate and 
filled it out”


“I always give my patient a copy 
of the certificate to read and 
approve before I sign it and send 
it in”


“Some patients can be really hard 
to probe when it comes to 
describing their work situation, 
which only harms them since the 
whole certificate is centred 
around that”


“I would like the patient to fill out 
questionnaires and scales in the 
waiting room on an iPad while 
waiting for the appointment. Then 
that data could be transferred 
directly to the certificate when I’m 
issuing it. That would help me 
tremendously, and would also 
ease the conversation with the 
patient and serve as something to 
discuss about.”



Wonders why Cosmic and 
Webcert are separated


Complains about having to redo 
work from the patient journal later 
in Webcert


Saying how they copy/paste 
information between journal and 
Webcert


Complaining about a lot of 
repetitive work

Connection between patient 
journal and Webcert

“Why do I always have to reinvent 
the wheel? Why isn’t those 
systems integrated?”


“I usually fill out the journal and 
then just copy/paste into 
Webcert”


“The journal carries so much 
important information about the 
patient and the case I’m issuing 
the certificate to, why is this so 
poorly integrated?”




Documentation of Workshop the 27th of March 2018, Uppsala 

With Participant 1, 2, 4 and 10


Exercise: Association Statements 

Exercice – Description 

Each participant was asked to individually answer a short questionnaire containing statements.

The answers were multiple choices represented by each supportive functionality, with an 
additional of “None” if none of the supportive functionalities corresponded with the statement.


After filling out the questionnaire, the participants discussed the their answers and showcased 
their reasoning behind their responses.


Exercise – Main Results 

The main results are presented in the table below, detailing the participants attitudes towards 
each supportive form:


Statement 


The supportive form…
Results (Votes)

1. … will save me time

1. FMB (3) 
1. SBI (3) 
2. SRS (1) 
2. ICF (1)

2. … feels unserious or against my work ethics 1. SBI (1)

3. … will help me understand how the quality of the certificate can be improved

1. FMB (4)
2. SRS (3) 
2. ICF (3) 
3. SBI (2)

4. … will help me reduce my number of completion requests

1. FMB (4)
2. ICF (3) 
3. SBI (2) 
4. SRS (1)

5. … seems unnecessarily complex/awkward 1. ICF (2) 
2. FMB (1)

6. … solves something i find problematic/complex today

1. FMB (4) 
2. SRS (3) 
2. ICF (3) 
3. SBI (1)
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Exercise – Conclusions 

Evidentially, FMB is the supportive form that all four participants find the most promising. It feels 
both like a time saver and a reliable problem solver at once, compared with the SBI form which is 
deemed fast but also slightly questionable.


The grades for FMB overall is highly positive, also indicating in a strong belief that their colleagues 
will use it at work and that is solves a problem they find complex currently in today’s work 
situation.


It is also interesting to see how ICF, in general, get positive remarks but that the participants still 
rate it low in terms of if it will save them time and if other will use it. This can probably be 
explained by how two out of four participants found ICF too complex or awkward.


Concluding, both FMB and ICF shows a great promise, while the latter could maybe be revised 
and simplified. As a comment from one participants highlights “there is no way every that I will 
use ICF when I need to both grade and comment. If i have ticked the checkbox, that should be a 
guarantee enough that i find the checked item crucial for the certificate”.


Exercise: Axis Evaluation 

Exercice – Description 

The participants were divided into groups and asked to evaluate a number of suggestions of 
improvements to the current form filling process.


Each group got the suggestions printed out on small paper notes (14 in total per group, the sets 
were identical between groups) and evaluated each suggestion in terms of how it would improve 
the quality of the certificates and if the suggestion would ease the burden of their daily work.


They placed each suggestion, as an answer to the criterion listed above, on a visual map.

As seen on the image below, the answer options (criterion) are represented on an axis-model.

Depending on how they deemed each suggestion, it was placed in a certain place on this map.


Additionally, each participant could also distribute 10 votes amongst the suggestions to indicate 
their personal liking. The only limit was that a single individual could not give a specific suggestion 
more than 5 votes.


After the session (that lasted 15 minutes), each group presented their final results and discussed 
their findings with everyone else.


7. … feels unnecessary or meaningless 1. SBI (1)

8. … will probably be used by my colleagues at work

1. FMB (4) 
2. SRS (2) 
2. SBI (2) 
2. ICF (2)
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Exercise – Main Results 

The main results of the exercise is presented with images of the respective group’s visual map.
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The following table presents which of the 14 suggested functionalities was deemed most popular 
(in regard to votes).


Functionality Group 1 - Votes Group 2 - Votes Votes in Total

The patient should answer a survey or similar 
before the exam, then I could use that data when 
issuing the certificate

5+5 1+0 11

Be able to identify patients risking long term sick 
leave (similar to SRS) 5+5 0+0 10

Fast copy+paste function of good and relevant 
FMB-text (or other resources) directly into a 
specific field

0+0 3+2 5

Quick access to FMB for the specific diagnose I 
have entered (similar to FMB) 0+0 2+3 5

A more clear overview of my filled out form and 
tools for checking it before submitting 0+0 1+2 3

Divide important fields into more specific ones to 
prevent that I forget to enter important information 0+0 2+1 3

Being able to save my own phrases/text for a 
specific diagnose and reuse it the next time 0+0 0+2 2

Automatic validation of my filled out data 
determining the risk of rejection from 
Försäkringskassan

0+0 1+1 2

See examples from Försäkringskassan on how 
they want a specific field filled out 0+0 0+1 1
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Exercise – Conclusions 

While the top list was somewhat skewed by the first groups 5 votes on the two top suggestions, it 
is clear that functionalities which combines quick access to relevant data is prioritised by both 
groups. As seen, data can come from both medical resources or the patient herself, as long as it 
is quickly and efficiently accessed.


Analysing both the table and the visual maps, it is evident that automatic validations of quality 
(and similar) is not a sought after feature in general. The participants explained that it felt 
“controlling”, even though they agreed that it might help in some instances.


Open Discussion 
Description 

To conclude the workshop and gather insights and data that might else get lost, time in the end 
was allocated to discuss freely about anything regarding the topic of medical certificates and the 
form filling process.


The test leader refrained from moderating the discussion, since the previous exercises already 
had provided some constraints. Great precaution was taken to allow new topics and opinions 
being discussed and not just discussing what happened in the previous exercises.


Main Results 

The main debate regarded how the participants feel like they are in a battle and constant power 
struggle with Försäkringskassan. Their authority as medical experts is reduced to having to 
constantly prove that they have made the right judgement of the patient. Allt participants agree to 
that they spend a lot of extra time on their work shifts just trying to comply with the completion 
requests and get in touch with Försäkringskassan and their clerks.


All participants agree to that the medical sick leave process is a highly political tool that is directly 
affecting them and their work. It is, argued, a way for politicians to “polish” the numbers of sick 
citizens and save money on the paid sick leave. This, they participants agree on, boils down to 
forcing Försäkringskassan to refuse more medical certificates, leaving the physician and 
ultimately the patient carrying all the extra weight.


Participants also agreed to that Försäkringskassan seem to refuse medical certificates and thus 
sending completion requests in a way to put the blame on the physician, rather than just 
informing the patient that they are not allowed paid sick leave. This as a way to avoid 
confrontation with angry patients and making it the physicians problems instead.


Lastly, many of the participants also felt uneasy with the fact that some of the supportive forms 
puts work on them instead of Försäkringskassan. Some questioned why Försäkringskassan 
doesn’t have tools to make it more easy for the clerks to understand the medical implications, 
instead of “forcing us to lower ourselves and wasting time explaining medicine to people who 
have no medical education”.


Conclusions 

There is an obvious strain between the health care and Försäkringskassan where physicians feel 
that they are spending time on the wrong things and that their authority as medical experts is not 
taken seriously. They are not trusting Försäkringskassan and they feel that goes the other way as 
well. The physician’s want to focus more on the patient and less on proving that they are correct 
in their judgement.
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Expert Review Report 

Blank 

FMB 

Feedback

Field 5, any additional objective findings, and how was the diagnosis conclusion reached? 
Field 8, has part-time sick leave been considered? Motivate.

Field 5, provide psychological status. What does tiredness and limited concentration mean, and why do 
they have a question mark? 
Field 6, Provide concrete examples of situations/activities where the limitations affect the patient, in 
relation to the work title. 
Need more objective findings of how the situation of the patient affects the ability to work.

Field 5, What has been observed at the patient meeting? Measurement scales or similar?

Field 6, what is the patient unable to do? 
Field 5, are there any additional symtoms besides tiredness and low mood?

Field 6, the amount of pain is not specified, nor the degree of limitation. What is the patient unable to do?

Total of reviewed certificates 6

Total of completion requests 5

Feedback

Field 6 (A), clarify limitation of activity. To what degree is the patient making mistakes? What is the patient 
unable to do at work?

Field 8, what is it in the patient’s work situation that they are unable to do?

Total of reviewed certificates 6

Total of completion requests 1

Appendix G – Expert Review Report



SRS 

SBI 

ICF 

Feedback

Field 5, what has been observed and how? Are there measurement scale values or similar? How has the 
limitation of function regarding “spleen” been observed?

Field 3.1, what work tasks? What does the patient work with? 
Field 6.1, to what degree and how did you come to this conclusion?

Field 5, Present results from observation. Need information regarding objective findings.

Total of reviewed certificates 6

Total of completion requests 3

Feedback

Field 5, no objective findings or observations at all that can endorse the diagnosis?

Field 6, what is the information based upon?

Field 5, provide psychological status.

Field 5, provide psychological status and objective findings.

Total of reviewed certificates 6

Total of completion requests 3

Feedback

Field 5, lack of objective findings. Lack of test results. Lack of observations. 
Field 6, what is the information based upon?

Field 5, missing more findings and tests. What can the patient do or not with their shoulder/arm? 
Field 6, hard to judge based on the lack of information in Field 3 where the job title should be explained in 
more detail. What does the patient do at work? Needs completion of what the patient can or can’t do. 
Scales? 
Field 9, unclear when the patient is thought to go back to work, but only one option selected in Field 10. 
Is an ergonomic evaluation the only hinder?

Field 5, provide objective findings. 
Field 6, provide concrete examples of when the patient is limited in the work tasks. How often does it 
happen? What does it mean that the patient can’t use arm/hand? What is the patient unable to do? 
Why? Hard to see how the limitations are showing.

Field 4, what observations are the diagnosis of sleep disturbance based upon? 

Field 5 and 6, how is the patient limited because of the pain?

Total of reviewed certificates 6

Total of completion requests 5
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